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USE THIS RECORD BOOK 
because it is designed for the South Dakota farmer, and is 
made up to meet South Dakota conditions. The tables, when 
properly kept up, will furnish all the information that the aver­
age farmer wants to know about his farm business. They have 
been designed to aid the farmer who is cooperating with various 
government agencies, such as the Soil Conservation Service, to 
keep the records desired by those agencies. The landowner and 
tenant will find this book well suited to both their needs, yet 
the owner-operator -will also find that his records are easily 
kept in these forms. 
Use this record book: 
1. to study your farm business; 
2. to improve the organization and operation of your farm 
business; 
3. to determine profit or loss, and to compare your farm busi­
ness with that of other farmers· keeping records during the 
same year to find out why your farm is above or below 
average; 
4. to determine your net worth and fornish credit agencies 
with an accurate financial statement; 
5. to furnish accurate information for your income tax report, 
crop reports, assessors, etc.; 
6. to keep from payihg bills twice; 
7. to keep from demanding payment twi�e for articles sold; 
.and 
· 
8. to keep a record of household and personal inventories and 
accounts. 
HOW TO KEEP THIS RECORD BOOK 
Attention on your part to. entering, or having entered, every 
transaction or record of the farm business provided for herein 
is absolutely necessary. Don't let the records go for a month or 
two and then try to catch up. Develop the habit of daily attention 
to your record book. Interest yourself in keeping records of 
your farm business. Don't consider it a "chore" but make record 
keeping an interesting daily study of the work that is providing 
you with a living. 
Desire to know mote about your farm business. Have your 
record book summarized free by the Extension Service of South 
Dakota State College at Brookings, South Dakota. You will also 
be �urnished group summar�es so that you may compare your 
farm with the average of �he group, yet your individual record 
will always be kept confidential, of course. 
Action on the farm records is required every day. Do some­
thing about them, and also do something to correct errors in 
farm �nanagement that your record book summary will disclose. 
Start your record anytime from January 1 to March 1 but be 
sure that it includes a full twelve-month period. Have the record 
book well started befor'e spring work begins. 
RECORDS T<) KEEP 
are, after all, very few: 
1. Beginning of year inventories. 
2. Receipts throughout the year. (Include all crop and live-
stock production data.) 
3. Expenses throughout the year. 
4. End of year inventories. 
5. Inventory summaries from which are made net worth and 
farm credit statements. 
6. Computation of 
J
net farm earnings at the end of the year. 
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INVENTORY OF LAND AND BUILDINGS 
B EGtN N I N G  O F  YE AR � END O F  YEAR 
UNE ITEMS OF PROPERTY OWNED RENTED W�ORL� 1 OWNED R ENTE 0 -rw��k� 
ACRES ACRES I 1 
I WHOLE FARM OWNED 
OWNED I 
( WITH BUILDINGS) � $ $ $ $ I $ 
2 BUILDINGS x x x x xx x x x x l x x 
3 HOUSE OPERATOR UV ES IN $ $ $ $ $ I$ 
4 HIRED MAN'S HOUSE I 
5 ·BARN I 
6 I I 
7 SILO 
8 HOG HOUSE 
9 I 
10 POULTRY HOUSE 
11 I ! I 
12 GRANARY 
13 
14 CORN CRIB 
15 ' 
16 MACHIN E SHED 
17 SHOP I I ! 
18 GARAGE I � 19 I 
20 WAGON SCALES j . --
21 WATER SYSTEM AND MILL 
22 ELECTRICAL WIRING 




�·· I I TOTAL BUILOlNGS $ $ $ $ $ $ 
29 FARM BUILDINGS ( UNE 28 MINUS 3) $ $ $ $ $ $ 
L AN D  ..... W ITH OUT B U I L D I N GS 1$ 30 ( LINE I MINUS 28) $ $ $ $ $ 
Use reasonable farm values. Revalue each item at the end of the year. This will mean that some items, on account of 
repairs during the year, rising prices, etc., may actually have a higher value than at the beginning of the year. 
Renters should fill out values for the land rented as well as the land owned, so that the \vhole farm investment may 
be included in the summary as well as just the renter's share. This makes it possible too, for farming units to be compared 
in group analysis regardless of whether the farm is owned or rented. 
[1] 
-- -
I NVENTORY OF MACH I N ERY AND EQUIPMENT 
BEG INN I NG OF YEAR END OF YEAR LlNE MACHINE a DESCRIPTION SIZE NUMBER T OTAL VALUE NUMBER TOTAL VALUE 
TRANSPORTATION AND POWER 
I WAGON ( 1  NCLUD E BOXES, RACKS, DUMP 
BOARDS, ETC.) $ $ 
2 WAG O N  
3 WAGON 






10 GAS ENGINE 
1 1  ELECTRIC PLANT 




15 WALKING PLOW 
1 6  SULKY PLOW 
17 GANG ·PLOW 
1 8  TRACTOR PLOW 
1 9  TRACTOR DISC 
20 DISC 







27 CORN PLANTER 
28 CORN BINDER 
29 CORN P ICKER 
30 SILAGE CUTTER 
31 CORN SHELLER 
32 S EED CORN TESTER 
33 
34 
SMALL GRAIN MACHINERY 
35 FANNIN G MILL 
36 GRAIN DRILL 
37 GRAIN BINDER 





43 T OTALS - TO TOP LINE O F  PAG E· -3 x x  x x  � x x  $ 
DIRECTIONS-A conservative estimate of the sale value of each machine or piece of equipment should be made at the 
beginning of each year. Each piece should be revalued at the end of the year, taking into consideration both deprecia­
tion and appreciation-a machine might have been repaired enough to make it worth more at the end of the year than 









































I N VE NT ORY OF MACHI NE RY A ND EQUI P ME NT 
B EGI NN I N G  OF Y E AR 
MACHIN E AN D D E S CR I P T I O N  S IZE N U MBER TOTAL VALUE 
TOTALS BROUGHT FORWARD FROM PAGE 2. 
H AYING M AC HINERY 
MOWl;R $ 
H AY LOADER 
HAY RAKE 
SIDE DELIVERY RAKE OR TEDDER 
STACKING OUTFIT 
LIVESTOCK EQUIPMENT 
DOUBLE H ARNESS 
SINGLE HARNESS 
C OLLARS, HALT ERS, SADDLES, P ADS, ETC. 
MILKING MACHINE SEPAR AT OR 
CANS, P AILS, E TC --. 
SELF -FEEDER ANO FEED BUNKS 
IN CUBAT ORS COOPS AND BROODERS 
B E E  EQUIP M E N T  
P ORT ABLE H OG HOUSES 
F E ED GRINDER 
H O G  WATERERS AND OILERS 
BROODER •STOVES 
TA N K  HEAT ER 
MISCELL ANEOUS· 
M ANURE S PREADER 
PORTABLE ELE VAT OR 
SPRAYER 
P OTAT O P LANTER 
POTAT O DIGGER 
SMALL TOOLS .(BLACKSMITH, CARPENTER ANO GAR OEN� TOOLS) 
"S ACKS 
FARM SCALES 





OF Y EA R  








If several pieces of machinery are owned by the landlord, they may be entered separately on blank lines at the bottom 
of this page and a notation made that they belong to the landlord. 
[3] 
I NVENTORY OF M ISCE LLAN EOU S S U P P LIE S 
D E SC R IP T I O N  
·1 BEG I N N I N G  O F  YEAR END OF YEAR 
LINE QUANTITY I TOTAL VALUE QUANTITY TOTAL VALU E 
I G AS O L INE ( T RACTOR A N D  E N G I N ES) $ $ 
2 G A S OL I NE ( AUT O AND T RUCK) 
3 KE R O S E N E  
4 DISTIL LATE 
5 LUBR I C AT ING OIL ( T RACTOR AND E N G I NE S) 
6 L UBRICATIN G OIL (AUTO AN D T RUCK) 
7 MACHINE OIL 
8 G REASE, E TC. 
9 
1 0  T W I NE 
1 1  SPR AY M A T ER I A LS 
-




1 6  
17 T OTAL M I S CE LLANEOUS SU P PLIES x x $ xx $ 
E S T IM AT E D  F OO D  AND FU EL FU RN ISHED TO HOU SEHOLD 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 
FARM-MADE FRUIT FUEL 
LINE MCNTH M I LK CRE AM BUTTER EGGS POULTRY AN I MALS BUTCHERED POTATOES a VEG. W O OD 
LIVE 
WT. TOTAL TOTAL 
GAL VALUE QTS. VALUE LBS VALUE DOZ. VAWE NO. VALUE KIND NO. LBS. VALUE BU. VALUE VALUE VALUE VALUE 
18 J A N  
19 FEB. 
20 ! MAR. 
2 1  A PR . 
22 M AY I 
23 JUNE 
24 JULY 
25 AUG .  
2 6  SEPT. 
27 OCT. 
28 NOV, 
29 DE C. 
30 TOTAL $ $ $ $ $ xx $ $ $ $ $ 
The farm business and each enterprise should be credited with food and fuel furnished the household. Farm prices, 
rather than city retail prices should be charged. 
Enter hogs, cattle and sheep (home used) when butchered. (Sales of dressed meat are entered in "Cash Receipts" 
columns under respective kinds of livestock on pages 14 to 37.) Home used poultry, milk, etc., may be estimated and 
entered at the end of each month. 
[4] 
I N V EN T O R Y  OF F E ED S, SEEDS AND S U PP L I ES 
BEGIN NI NG. OF Y E A R  E N D  OF Y E AR 
LINE F E E DS T OTAL OPERATORS LAr'VLORrJs T OTAL OPERATOR'S LANDLORD'S 
QUANTITY PR I C E  VALUE SHARE SHARE QJANTITY P R I C E  VA LUE SHAR E  SHAR E  
I E AR C ORN BU.$ $ $ $ BU. $ $ $ $ 
2 
3 SHELL ED CORN BU. BU. 
4 CORN FODDER T. T. . . 
5 C AN E  FODDER T. T. 
6 S I L AG E  T T 
1 I . 
8 O AT S  BU. BU. 
9 WHEAT BU. I BU. � 
1 0  B AR L E Y  BU. BU. 
I I I 
1 2  HAY, A LFALFA T. T. -' 13 SWEET C LOVER T. T. 
14 TIM OTH Y  T. T .  
1 5  W I LD T. T. 
16 STRAW T. T . 
17 .... � I 
18 MIL L F EEDS I LBS. LBS. 
( 19 C. S. MEAL LBS. LBS. 2 0  OILMEAL I LBS. t.BS. 
I I 2 1  TANKAG E LBS. LBS. 
( 
22 i 
23 S A LT LBS. LBS. 
24 I MINERALS LBS. LBS. -
25 TOTAL x x x x $ $ $ x x  x x $ $ $ 
S EEDS AND I 
SUP P LI ES 
26 CORN eu.s $ $ $ BU. $ ' ' 1, 
27 OATS I BU.  BU. -28 WHEAT II BU. BU. 
29 ! I 
30 ALFALFA LBS.  I LBS. -
31 S WEET CLOVER  LBS. LB S 
32 TIMO T H Y  LBS. LBS. 
33 
34 POTAT OES SU BU 
35 




40 T OT AL x x  xx $ $ $ xx xx $ $ $ 
- · 
Directions for estimating amounts of feeds are given on the inside back cover. 
[5] 
I NV E N T ORY O F  C AT T LE 
- BEG I N N I N G  OF Y E A R  E N D  O F  Y E A R  
UNE DESC R I PT I ON LBS. TOT AL TOTAL LBS. TOTAL TOTA L 
NUMBER W EJGHT PR I CE VALUE NUMBER WEI GHT P Rl C E  VALU E 
I C OWS M ILKED $ $ $ $ 
2 
3 ORY MILK COWS 
4 
5 BEEF COWS 
6 
7 ALL BULLS, I YEAR_ a OVER 
8 TOTAL BREEDING STOCK x x $ x .x $ 
9 $ $ $ $ 
10 BE EF C ALVE S, UNDER 
ONE YE.AR. 
' 
1 1  D AIRY C ALVES ,  UNDER 
ONE YE AR 
12 
13 BEEF HEI FERS , ONE 
TO TWO YE ARS 
14 DA IRY H EIFERS, ONE �· 
TO TWO YE ARS 
15 
16 STEERS, ONE TO TWO YEARS 
1 7  STEERS ,  T W O  YEARS 
AND O VER. 
18 
19 TOTAL YOUNG AND FAT x x $ xx $ 
20 
TOTAL ALL CATTLE x x  $ xx { LINE 8 PLUS 19) $ 
I F  CATTLE ARE OWNE D 
21 JO INTLY, IND ICATE OPERATOR'S xx $ xx $ SHARE 
I N V E NT ORY OF H OR SES AND MULE S 
J3EG I N N I N G  O F  Y E A R  E N D  O F  Y E AR 
UNE DES CR IPT ION OR. N AME TOTAL TOTAL 
NUMBER AGE PR I CE VALUE NUMBER A G E  P R ICE VALUE 












33 TOTAL HORSES AND MULES xx $ xx $ 
34 I F HORSES AND MULES ARE OWNED 
JOINTLY, INDICATE OPERATOR'S SHARE xx $ xx $ 
[6] 
I NVE NT OR Y  OF HOGS 
B E GIN N I N G  OF Y E A R E N D  OF Y E AR 
LI NE DES CR IPT IO N  LBS. TOT A L  T OTAL LBS. TOTAL TOTAL 
NUMBER WtlGHT P RICE VALUE NUMBER WEIGHT P RIC E VALUE 
I OLD SOWS (BRED OR. TO BE BREC � 1$ $. $ 
2 
3 GILTS (BRED OR TO BE BRED) 
4 
5 OTHER SPRING PIGS -
6 
7 FALL PIGS 
8 
9 FEEDER PIGS (PURCHASE 0). 
10 
11 MARKET HOGS 
12 
13 BOARS (OVER 6 MONTHS ) 
14 TOTAL H O GS xx $ xx $ 
15 IF HOGS ARE OW�D JOINTLY, 
INDICAT! OPERATORS SHARE x x  $ xx $ ( 
( 
( I NVE NT O R Y OF SHEEP A ND WOOL 
B EGINNIN G  OF Y E A R  E N D  O F  Y E AR 
L I NE DES CR I PTIO N LBS. TOTAL TOTAL LBS. TOTAL T OTAL 
NUMBER WEIGHT P R IC E  VALUE NUMBER WEIGHT PRICE VALUE 
16 EWES ( 6 YRS. a OVER) $ $ $ $ 
( 17 EWE'S (I TO 5 YRS.) 18 E WE LAMBS KEPT FOR 
BREEDING 
19 OTHER LAMBS 
20 RAMS 
21 
AL L OTHER SHEEP 
(I YR. 8i OVER) 
22 T OTAL SHEEP x x $ xx $ 
23 IF 
SHEEP ARE OWNED JOINTLY, 
I NDICATE OPERATOR'S SHARE x x $ x x  � 
24 W O OL O N  H AN D  $ $ $ $ 
25 
IF WOOL IS OWNED JOINTLY, 
INDICAT E OPERATORS SHARE � $ $ $ 
[7] 
fNV E N T ORY OF P OU LT R Y 
BEG I N N I N G OF Y E A R  END O F  Y EAR 
LINE DES CR I P T.I O N  LBS."TOTAL T OT A L  LBS. TOTAL TOTA L  
NUMBER W E lGHT PR I C E  VA LUE NUMBER W E I GHT P R I CE VAWE 
I H ENS $ $ $ � 
I 
2 PULLETS  
3 
4 ROOSTERS  
5 
6 BABY CHI CKS 
7 
8 OTHER POULTRY 
9 
1 0  
1 1  TOTAL P OU LTRY x x  $ xx $ 
I F  POULTR Y IS OWNED JOINTLY, I 
12 I I NDICATE  OPERAT OR'S SHARE .  x x  $ X .X $ 
LIVE S T OCK S TATISTICS 
N UMBER L IV ESTOCK BOR N LIVESTOCK DEATHS CAUSES OF DEATHS 
LITTERS P IGS C ALVES C OLTS LAMBS HOGS SHEEP HOGS: 
LINE MONTH (A F T ER CATTLE HO RSES (AFTER FAR - FAR - Bffi'J BORN BORN WEAN ING) W E ANI NG) 
ROWED ROWED NO. -WT. NO. W T. N O. NO.  W T .  -
13 J AN. -
1 4  FEB.  CAT TLE·. 
1 5  MAR. � 
1 6  APR .  
1 7  M AY -
ta JUNE I HORSES: 
19 J U LY .. 
20 A UG. 
21 SEPT.  
22 O CT .  . SHEEP: 
23 NOV. ' 
24 DEC. 
25 TOTAL 
26 NO. SPRI NG LITTERS 33 NO. LAMBS WEAN E D  40 NO. EGGS S ET 
27 NO. FAL L  LITT ER S  3 4  NO. E WES LAMBING 4& NO. C HI CKS HATCH Er> 
28 TOTAL LIT TERS 35 AV E. NO .  WORK HORSES ! 4 2  N O. C H ICKS BOU G HT 
29 NO. SPRING PI GS W E ANED 36 AV E. N O. C OWS MIL KED 43 TOTAL CH ICKS 
30 NO. FALL PIG S  WEANED 37 N O. CH I CKS RA!SECY' 44 
(3 MO . a OVE R) --
31 T OTAL PlGS WEANED 38 AVE . NO. LAYING HENS 45 NO. SHEEP SHORN 
NO. Dl F F EREN T sows 
32 FARROWI NG 39 DOZ. EGGS PRODUCED 46 NO.  LBS .  WOOL PRODUCED 
See page 4 for home used, and page 9 for check on livestock numbers. 
[8] 
CH ECK ON L I VESTOCK NU MB E R S 
MID SUMMER CHECK END OF Y E AR C H ECK 
LIN E  I T E M CATTLE HORSES· HOGS SHEEP CATTLE HORSES HOGS .SH EEP 
I NO . BEGINN I N G  OF YEAR 
( 2 NO. BOUGHT 3 NO. BORN OR WEANED 
4 TOTAL TO ACCOUNT FOR 
5 NO. SOLD 
6 NO. D I ED OR D I SAPPEARED 
1 NO.  BUTCHERED FOR HOME USE 
8 NO. ON HA ND (NOW OR END OF YEAR) 
TOTAL ACCOUNTED FOR ( MUS T  EQUAL 9 L I NE 4 ) 
SEE PAG E 8 FOR L IVESTOCK B IRT HS AND  DEAT HS, AN D PAGE 4 FOR HOME USED. 
lN VE NTO R Y  O F  C A S H  AND FARM ACC OUN T S  
( (SEE TA BLES ON PA GES 10 S 1 1) 
LINE AC COU N T S  RECE I VABLE 
DATE INTEREST AMOUNT DUE P AI D  DUR I NG I AMOU NT DU E 
DUE RATE-'fo B EG. OF YEAR Y E AR END OF YE AR 
- ·-- -
( 10 CASH ON HAND x x x x $ $ xx $ 
I I CA SH  I N  BA NK ( L ESS OUT STA N D I N G  
C H ECKS) x x x x 
12 ACCOU N TS R ECE IVA B L E  
13 I I 
14 NOTES RECEIVA BLE  I 
15 
l6 I . 17 
18 U NEX P I RE D  FA RM I NSURA NCE  I 
19 ST OCKS ANO BONDS I 
( 20 TOTAL CASH AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABL E x x x x $ $ $ 
2 1  AC C OU NT S  PAYABLE 
22 BANK OVERDRAF T S  (P LU S  OUTSTA N D I NG CHECKS) x x x x $ $ $ 
23 U N PA ID R E NT 
24 U N PA I D  I N T EREST 
25 U N PA ID  T AX E S  I 
26 
2 7  
28 I 
29 NOTES P AYABLE 
30 
31  ACCOU NTS PAYABLE 
32 





3g TOT A L  xx xx $ $ $. 
[9] ' 
M O NE Y  BOR R OWE D, CRE D I T  S EC U RED, AND PURCHASES O N  T IME 
-
I 2 3 4 
ITEM S DATE INTEREST AMOUNT DUE 
LINE DATE ( FROM WH OM BOR R OWED, AN O N ATUR.E  O F  LOA�, SUCH DUE RATE-fa AS, ACCOUN T, N OT E, CHATTEL MORTGAGE, MORTGAGE, ETC,) FA RM HOUSEHOLD 8 PERSONAL 









1 0  
..., 




1 5  
1 6  I 
1 7  
1 8  I 





24 x x TOTAL x x x x $ I � I 
PAYMENTS MAD E  ON DEBTS 
I 2 3 4 
IT EMS DATE INTEREST AMOUNT PAID LINE. DATE (T O  WHOM PAID AN O N ATU RE OF PAYMEN T, SUCH AS1 
PAYMENT ON ACCOUNT, NOTE, CHATTEL MORTGAGE, MORTGAGE, PAID PAID FA RM !HOUSEHOLD 
ETC. ) 18 PERSONAL 
25 $ $ $ 
26 I 
27 I 
2 8  
2 9  
3 0  I 
























1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
( 14 1 5  
1 6  
17 
1 8  
1 9  ( 
20 
2 1  
2 2  
23 









3 1  
3 2  
33 




3 8  
3 9  
40 
4 1  
42 
MON EY LOANED, CRED IT ADVANCED, SA LES ON T I ME ,  A ND I NVE ST ME NT S  
I 2 3 4 
t T E M S  D AT E  I NTEREST AMOU NT DUE 
D AT E  ( TO WHOM LOANED AND NATURE OF LOAN, SUCH AS DUE R AT E� °l0 HOUSEHOLD ACCOUNT, NOTE, CHATTEL MORTGAGE, MORTGAGE , PURCtiASE F A R M  




K X  T O TAL xx x x  $ $ 
MON E Y  R E C E IVED ON LOANS, CRED IT, SA LES ON T IME , A ND I N VE ST ME NT S 
D AT E  
I 
x x 
I T E M S  
( FR O M  WHOM RECE IVED AND NATURE O F  RECEIPT 
SUCH AS, RECEIPT ON ACCOUNT, NOTE , CHATTEL MORTGAGE, 










x x $ 
2 3 4 
INTEREST AMOUNT R ECE I VE D  
R EC ' D HOUSE HOLD F AR M 8 PERSONAL 









$ ' $ l 
_ M AP OF FARM 
Draw in the outline of all land operated and rented out. Use a scale large enough to fill the page. 
Locate roads, building area, fences, woods and other fixed points. 
Draw in the crop boundaries as land will be . used in the present crop year. 







Location Of Farm : Miles and direction from town : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -
Legal Description of Land : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  of section ------------ of  twp. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  �Of range _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ of se'Ction ------------ of twp. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  of range - ------ -----
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ of section ------------ of twp. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  of range _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
Number acres of alfalfa seeded this year - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · Number acres of sweet clover seeded this year - - - - - - - - - - - - ·  
Number acres of sweet clover plowed under this year -- ··---· 
[12] 
CROP RECORD 
FIELD C R O P  LANDLOR D1S ( INDICATE OWNED LAND IN COLUMN I, AND RENTED AC RES ACRES TOTAL YIELD SHARE 
LINE LETTER LAND IN COLUMN 2. I ND ICATE METHOD OF RENT YIE LD PER OR I N  COLUMN 7. COMBt.NE OWNED AND RENTED LANO OWNED RENTE D  PLANlED · - -- -- ACRE '70 AMOUNT - ... .. � t.LI 
NUMBER · AT BOTTOM OF PAGE, COLUMN I PLUS 2. ) I � 3 4 5 6 7 8 
I CORN FOR GRAIN 
2 
3 C ORN FOR SILAGE 
4 ·CORN FODDER 




9 TOTAL CORN S SOR GH U MS 
1 0  OAT S 
1 1  W HEAT - W IN TER 
12  - DURUM 
1 3  - OTHER SPRING 
( 1 4  
1 5  TOTAL WH E AT 
1 6  B A RLEY 
1 7  
1 8  TOTAL B ARLE Y  ( 
1 9  R Y E  
2 o  FLAX 
2 1  H AY ·- ALFALFA (No. CUTTINGS - ) ( 
2 2  - SWEET CLOVER ( NO. CUTT INGS - ) 
23 " 
24 
25  - W I L D  
2 6  TOTAL H AY 
( 27 OTHER CROPS - POTAT OES  28  - ALF ALFA SEED 
29 - SWEET CLOVER SEED 
3 0  
3 1  TOTA L OTHER CROPS { 
32 ROTAT I O N  PASTURE - ALFALFA 
33 - SWEET CLOVER 
INSTRUCTIONS 
34 . 
Columns (1 )  -and (2) are added togeth-35 TOTA L ROTATION PASTURE - er for each crop to get the figure for 
36  IDLE AND FALLOWED CROP LAND 
column (3) . If any acreage is abandoned 
37 TOTAL CROP L A N D  and replanted t o  the same crop o r  a dif-
3 8  PERMANENT PASTURE - OPEN ferent crop, then this different crop acre-
39 - WOODED age should be entered on a second line and 
40 a circle drawn around this acreage. Then, 
4 1  I TOT AL P ER M AN EN T  PA STUR E do not add these circled figure's on the 
42 WOODS {NOT PASTURE ) "Total Acres In Farm," unless the acreage of the abandoned or first crop is deducted, 
43 FARMST EAD, ROADS , F ENCE ROWS, AND otherwise, some acreage might be added WASTE  LAN D  
twice. 
4 4  TOTAL ACRES O PE RATE D --- -. 
4 5  ACRES RENTED OUT 
. _, -
4 6  TOTA L A CR E S IN F ARM I TOTAL OWNE D a RENTE D (coL. 1 P Lus 2.)- A. ' --- --
[13] 
CASH RECEI PTS 
M()NTH------, YEAR------ START EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Columns A, B, and C :  Share renters may lable these, "Operator's Share," "Landlord's Share," and "Whole Farm." All 
items should also be distributed in their proper individual columns to the right. 
Owners and cash renters may lable these columns, A-"Accounts Receivable/' B-"Cash and Check" and C--"TotaL" 
This provides for keeping track of how much cash or how large a check was received, and how much is still due on each 
sale and the total value of each sale. Bank deposits may be recorded in column C instead of the total value of the sale, if 
preferred. 
Date : Always record the date of each separate transaction. Mon�h and year are at the top of the page so that only the 
date of the month need be entered in this column. 
· 
Details of Transaction : Record the main facts, such as, "Yrlg. steers to Peterson Commission Co." 
Price Per Unit : This means price per bu., ton, lb., doz., etc. 
Corn, or Wheat : Cross out which ever is not your main cash crop. If neither one is your main cash crop, write in the crop 
that has the largest sales on your farm. 
Other Crops : Record amount sold and total value (whether received at time of delivery or not) for all crops not recorded 
in col. (1 ) . 
Cattle : Be sure to record number of head under "No.," total weight and total value, less marketing expenses, whether re­
ceived at time of delivery or not. Include sale of hides, dressed beef and breeding fees received. 
A 8 c D E F I 2 3 
DETAILS OF PRICE CORN OR 
· LINE DATE TRA NSACTION PER WHEAT OTHER CROPS CAT T LE 
( WHAT-TO WHOM SOLD, ETC� UNIT AM'T. VA LUE AM.T. VALUE N O .  WT.-LBS · vA LUE 
I $ $ $ $ $ $ "' 
2 ' 
3 I I 
4 ---
s I 
I I-- . 6 
7 
�- I I 
9 1 
1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
13 
1 4  ! I -
1 5  I 
1 6  
I 
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  ; 
2 0  





2 6  I I 
2 7  I 
2..8 









USE TWO RECEIPTS PAGES FACING  EACH OTHER MONTH-----.YEAR----
INSTRUCTIONS 
Hogs : Be sure to record total number of hogs in each sale, total weight, and total value (less marketing expenses) . Weight 
of hogs sold for breeding purposes is unnecessary. Include sales of dressed pork but not home-used. 
Sheep and Wool : (See instructions for hogs) . Record number of fleeces as well as total weight. Record total value whether 
received in full at time of sale or not. 
Poultry : Include sales of market poultry, dressed, and breeding stock. (Weight not necessary for breeding stock.) 
Dairy Products : Be sure to include total value, even though part of butterfat is traded for butter, and even if full payment 
is not received at time of sale. Be sure to specify under "Quantity" whether sale is in qts., gal., or lbs. 
Eggs : Include sales of hatching eggs as well as market eggs, but not home used. Record total value, even though some eggs 
were traded for groceries. 
Miscellaneot�s :  Horse sales, stallion fees received, sales of machinery, (trade-in value) , labor off the farm, custom work, 
sales of farm improvements, dividends, etc., from stock in marketing organization, AAA payments, insurance adjust­
ments, money borrowed, and money received on notes, etc. 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
H O GS S HEEP s W OOL P OULT R Y  DAIRY P RO DUCTS E G G S  MISCELLANEOUS 
r;.JO .  m-LBS VALU E NO. WT.-LBE VALUE N O .  rNT:-LBS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE DOZENS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE 




f" $ $ $ $ $ 
[15] 
CASH R EC E IPT S 
M O NTH-------. Y E  A R -----
A 8 
LINE 









1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
2 0  
21  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
2 5  
2 6  
27 -
28 




3 3  
3 4  






4 1  
4 2  
4 3  
4 4  
4 5  I 
4 6  
4 7  
4 8  
4 9  
5 0  $ $ 
c 0 E 
DE TAILS OF 
DATE TR ANS A CTI ON 
(WHAT- TO WHOM SOLD, E TC� 
� 
$ x x  TOTA LS FOR MO. TO PAGES 78·EH£ 




x x  
[16] 









START E ACH MONTH ON A N EW S H EET 
2 3 
OTHE R  C ROPS C ATTLE 











CASH REC E I PT S  
USE TWb RECE IPT PAGES FAC ING  E ACH OTHER MONTH-----, YEAR----
4 5 6 7 8 9 
HOGS SHE EP 8 W OOL PO ULTR Y DA IR Y  PR O DUCTS EGGS MISCELLANEO US 
( NO. WT.-LBS VALUE N O . WT-LBS VALUE NO. WT:-LBS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE DOZENS VALU E QUANTITY VALUE 















$ $ $ � � $ 
� 
[17] 
CASH R E C E I PT S  
MONTH -----� Y E  A R ----- START EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
A B c 0 E F I 2 3 
D E T A ILS OF PR IC E CORN OR 
LINE DATE TRANS A CTION PER WHE AT OTHER CROPS C ATTLE 
(WHAT- TO WHOM SOLO, ETC) UN IT AMT. VALUE AM'T VALUE NO. WT.-LBS VALU E 











1 0  
1 1  ! I 
1 2  
1 3  
/ 
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
20 
2 1  I I 
2 2  
2 3  
! 







3 1  
32 
3 3  
I 
3 4  I 





4 0  
4 1  
4 2  
4 3  
4 4  
4 5  
4 6  
4 7  
4 8  
4 9  
5 0  $ $ $ x x  TOTA LS FOR MO. TO PAGES 78·1H� x x  � $ $ 
[18] 
CASH RECEI PTS 
USE TWO RECE IPT PAGES FACING EACH OTHER MONTH-----, YEAR ----
( -
4 5 6 7 8 9 
HOG S  SHEEP 8 WOOL P O U LT R Y  DAIRY PR ODUCTS EGGS M ISCELLANEOU S 
( NO . WT:4.BS VALUE NO.  WT:-LBS VAWE NO. WT:-LBS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE DOZENS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE 






I ' l 
I 
I -- ---
= ... .:_ = I::=-"":; $ $ $ $ 1$ $ 
[19] 
CASH RECE I PT S  
START EACH MONTH O N  A N EW S H EET 
A B c 0 E F I 2 3 
DE TAILS OF PRICE C O RN OR 
LINE DATE TRANS A CTION PER WHE AT OTHE R  C ROPS C ATTLE 
{WHAT- TO WHOM SOLO, E TC) UNIT AMT. VA LUE AM'T VA LUE NO. WT.-LBS. VA LUE 










1 0  \ 
1 1  I � i-- / ( 
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  ( 
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  ( 
1 9  ' 
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  I 
25 ( 
:? 6  
27 
28 
2 9  
( 
30 I 
3 1  --
32 ( 
3 3  --
3 4  ---
3 5  




4 0  ! 
4 1  
4 2  I I 
4 3  I I ( 
4 4  ! I 
4 5  
4 6  ( 
4 7  I 
48 I 
4 9  I 
















I' I j Ii 
5 
SHE EP S WOOL 




CASH REC E I PT S  
MONTH. ____ ,YEAR----
6 7 8 9 
P O U LT R Y  DAlR Y P R ODUCTS EGGS MISCELLANEOU S 
NO. WT:-LBS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE DOZENS V ALU E QUANTITY VALUE 




CASH R E C E I PT S  
M ONTH ______ Y E  A R ----- 1 START EACH MONTH O N  A NEW SHEET 
A B c D E F I 2 3 
DE TAILS OF PRICE CORN OR 
LINE I DATE TR A NS A CTION PER WHE AT OTHE R  C ROPS C ATTLE I 
(WHAT- TO WHOM SOLD,  ETC) U NIT AMT. VALUE AM'T VA LUE NO. WT.-LBsJ VALUE 
I $ � � $ $- !$ I 
I -,-2 I I I ! 3 I f I I I 
4 
5 I I 
6 
7 I -
8 I I 
9 I I f 
I 0 i ! 
1 1  I I 
1 2  I i I 
1 3  r 
1 4  I i 
1 5  I I I I I 
1 6  I f I i 
1 7  ! 
1 8  I I . ! 
1 9  
20 I I I 
2 1  i I 
22 · 1  i 
2 3  I 
24 I I 
25 I I \ 
?6  I 
27 ! 
28 I 
29 I ! ; 
30 ! 
3 1  I I I I I 
32 I i 
3 3  I 
3 4  I I I 
3 5  
3 6  I l 
37 I I 
3 8  I I I � 
39 I . l i 
4 0  I ----, l 
4 1  i l 
4 2  I I 
4 3  I I 
4 4  I 
4 5  I I 
46 I I 
47 I I I I I 
48 I I i 
49 I i I I 
5 0 $ i:$ $ X. X TOTALS FOR MO. TO PAGES 78· &-7� . x x  $ I $ $ I 
[22] 
CASH REC E I PTS 
( 
U§E TWO RECEIPT PAGES FA?ING EACH OTHER MONTH----, YEAR----
4 5 6 7 8 9 
HOG S SHEEP 8' WOOL P O U LT R Y  DAlRY PR ODUCTS EGGS MlSCELLANEOU S 
( NO. WI-LBS VALUE NO.  WT.-LBS VALUE NO. WT:-LBS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE DOZENS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE 






$ $ $ � � � 
[23] 
C A S H  R E C E I PT S  
M O NTH -----� Y E A R ----- START EACH MONTH ON A NEW S H EET 
A 8 c 0 E 
D E TA ILS O F  
2 3 
LINE DATE TR A NS A CTI ON 
PR;CE L' C O�N OR PER WHE AT OTHE R CROPS C ATTLE --.------#---.--"---I+-- -.-- --,.---� (WHAT- TO WHOM SOLO , ETC) U N I T  , AMT. VALUE AM'T VA LUE NO. WT.-LBS. VALUE 
I $ $ $ � $ 








1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  I 
20 
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  I 11 
2 4  
2 5  I I 




33 I I I 1. II 
3 4  I I I 1 1 
3 5  
I 
11 
II H1 \ II I 
-3-6-t--!-ttl--+-111�-+-�l�-�t------------tt----l�I ---t-- -+---tt1 ---l----+ +----l---�--l�-
37 I I 
3 8  ji 
39 
ii 
4 0  I I  i I !  I I 
�o 1$ · Ii$ 1$ II x x TOTALS FOR Mo. TO PAGES 78·&7�j x x  l � 11 j$ I 
[24] 
$ 
CASH REC E I PTS 
( 
USE TWO RECEIPT PAGES FACING EACH OTHER MONTH,-----, YEAR----
4 5 6 7 8 a 
HOGS · SHEEP S WOOL P O U LT R Y  DAIRY PR ODUCTS EGGS M ISCELLANEOUS 
( NO.  WT.-LBS VALUE NO.  WT.-LBS VAWE NO. WT:-LBS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE DOZENS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE 











i -+== =- I $ $ $ $ 1$ � I 
[25] 
A B c 0 
LINE DATE 









1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  




1 8  
1 9  
20 
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
2 5  





3 1  I 
32 
--, 3 3 I I 
3 4 I 
3 5  
36 ' ' 
I 37 I 
38 
39  
4 0  I 
4 1  I 
4 2  
4 3  I 
4 4  l 





5 0  $ $ $ x x  - -
CASH RECE I PT S  
E F I 
DETAILS OF PR ICE  C O RN OR 
T RANSACT ION PER WHEAT 
(WHAT- TO WHOM SOLD,
, 



















START E ACH MONTH ON A N EW S H EET 
2 
OTHER C ROPS 














_ _, - � " 
VALUE 
--
- · · --
- . 
! 
CASH RECE I RTS 
USE ·TWO ·. RECE IPT PAGES FACING' EACH 0 OTHER MONTH-;....,_---;....,_, YEAR----
. .  
4 5 6 7 8 9 
HOGS · SHEEP a WOOL P ·O U LT R Y  .. DAIRY P R ODUCTS EGGS M ISCELLANEOUS 
( . No� WT:im VALUE NO .. WT.-LBS VAWE NO. WT::LBS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE DOZENS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE 
$ � * $ $ ' :  $ 
: I
'· 
















$ ' $ $ 1$ 1$ $ :-::::-"' ,_ 
[27] 
/ 
CASH RECE IPT S 
M O NTH-------- Y E  A R-----
/ 
A 8 c 0 E F I 
DETAILS OF PRI CE CORN OR 
LINE DATE TRANSACT ION PER WHEAT 
(WHAT• TO WHOM SOLO, ETC) UN I T  AMT. VALUE 









1 0  
1 1  f 
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9 
20 -
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
2 5  





3 1  
32 
3 3  
3 4  






4 1  
4 2  
4 3  
4 4  
4 5  
4 6  
4 7  
48 
49 
. 50 $ $ $ x x  TOTALS FOR MO. TO PAGES 78·8·75 x x  � -
[28] 
START EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
2 
OTHER CROPS 

















( .  
( 
( 
CASH RECEI PTS 
USE TWO RECEIPT PAGES FAOt.NG EACH OTHER MONTH----, YEAR----
4 5 6 7 8 9 
HOGS SHEEP 8' WOOL P O U LT R Y  DAIRY PR ODUCTS EGGS MISCELLANEOU S 
( NO.  Wl:-LBS VALUE NO.  WT.-LBS VAWE NO. WT:-LBS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE DOZENS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE 






$ $ $ � � $ 
[29] 
CASH RECE I PTS 
· START . EACH ' MONTH · ON A NEW SHEET 
� . 
A B c 0 
. • 
E F 2 3 I 
DETAILS OF PR I CE C O RN OR 
LINE DATE T RANSACT ION PER WHEAT OTHER CROPS C ATT LE 
(WHAT- TO WHO M  SOLO, E TC) U N I T  AMT� VALUE AM'T . VALUE NO. WT.-LBS. VALUE 









1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8 
1 9  
20 
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
� 







3 1  
3 2  
?1 3  I 
3 4 I 
3 5  I 
36 I 
37 
3 8  
3 9  
4 0  
4 1  I 
4 2  
4 3  
4 4  





50 $ $ $ x x  TOTALS FOR MO. TO PAGES 78·S·7£ x x  � $ $ 
-
[30] 
USE TWO RECEIPT �GES FACING EACH OTHER - - ·· · ·  
4 5 
HOGS s:HEEP a . WOOL 
( NO. WT.-LBS VALUE NO. WT.-LBS VAWE NO. 






CASH'' . HECE IPJ.S 
6 7 
P O U LT R Y DAlRY PR ODUCTS. 




- I · 
! 
$ � 
, [31 ]  














$ . . 
� 
CASH RECE I PT S  
START EACH MONTH O N  A NEW SHEET 
A B c 0 E F I 2 3 
DETAILS OF PRI CE C O RN OR 
LINE DATE TRANSACT ION PER WHEAT OTHER CROPS C ATT LE 
(WHAT- TO WHOM SOLO, ETC� U N I T  AMT. VALUE AMI VALUE N O. WT.-LBS VALUE 









1 0  
l t 
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
20 
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4 
25 





3 1  
32 
3 3  
3 4  







4 2  .. 
43 
44 
4 5  � 
4 6  
4 7  
48 
4 9  
50 $ $ $ x x  TOTALS FOR MO. TO PAGES 78·!H£ x x  � $ $ 
[32] 
CASH REC E I PTS 
USE TWO RECEIPT PAGES FAC ING EACH OTHER MONTH-------• VEAR----
( 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
HOGS S'HEEP a WOOL P O U LT R Y  DAlRY PR ODUCTS EGGS MISCELLANEOUS 
( NO. WT.-LBS VALUE NO.  WT.-LBS VAWE NO. WT�LBS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE DOZENS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE 
$ $ $ � $ $ 
- · ·  









-$ $ $ 1$ 1$ � 
[33] 
CASH RECE IPTS 
rt.10NTH ------ Y E  A R ----- START EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
A 8 c 0 E F I 2 3 
DETAILS OF PRICE C O RN OR 
LINE DATE TRANSACT ION PER WHEAT OTHER CROPS CATT LE 
(WHAT- TO WHOM SOLO, ETC} U N I T  AMT. VALUE AMI VALUE N O. WT.-LBS VALUE 









1 0  
t i  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  




1 9  
20 
2 1  
2 2 . 
23 

















4 1  
4 2  
4 3  
4 4  
45 
46 " 




so $ $ $ x x  TOTALS FOR MO. TO PAGES 78·6·7� x x  � $ $ 
[34] 
CASH REC E I PT S  
USE TWO RECEIPT PAGES FAC ING E ACH OTHER MONTH----, YEAR----
4 5 6 7 8 9 
HOGS SHEEP 8' WOOL P O U LT R Y  DAlRY PR ODUCTS EGGS M ISCELLANEOUS 
r NO. WT.-LBS VALUE NO .. WT:-LBS VALUE NO. WT:-LBS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE DOZENS · VALUE QUANTITY VALUE 
$ $ $ $ $ $ 
. .  
I 
$ $ $ 1$ 1$ � 
[35] 
CASH RECE I PT S  
M O NTH -----� Y E  A R ----- START E ACH MONTH O N  A N EW S H EET 
A B c 0 E F I 2 3 
DETAILS OF PR ICE  C O RN OR 
LINE DATE TRANSACT I ON PER WHEAT OTHER C ROPS C ATTLE 
(WHAT- TO WHOM SOLD,  E TC) UN I T  AMT. VALUE AM'T VALUE NO. WT.-LBS VALUE 









1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
I 
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  .. 
20 
2 1  I 
2 2  ! 
2 3  
2 4  I 
25 




I I I 
30 
3 1  
32 
3 3  
3 4  
3 5  I 
36 I 
37 
3 8  
39 I 
40 
4 1  
4 2  
4 3  I 
44 I I 
4 5  i ! i i 
46 ! ! 
4 7 I 
48 I I 
I I 49 I 
50 $ $ $ x x  TOTALS FOR MO. TO PAGES 78·EH� x x  � $ $ 
[36] 
CASH RECE I PT S  
USE T WO REC E IPT PAGES FAC ING E ACH OTHER MONTH ----- , YEAR ----
( ' -
4 5 6 7 8 9 
HOGS SHEEP a WOOL P O U LT R Y  DAIRY PR ODUCTS EGGS MISCELLANEOU S 
NO. WT . .ffiS VALUE NO.  WT.-LBS VAJ_UE NO. WT:-LBS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE DOZENS VALUE QUANTITY VALUE - -( 






$ $ $ $ � � 
[37] 
CA SH E X PENSES 
MONTH _____ , Y E AR ----- START EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Columns A, B, and C :  Share renters may label these, "Opera tor's Share," "Landlord's Share," and "Whole Farm." All 
items should also be distributed in their proper individual columns to the right. Owners and cash renters may lable 
these columns, A-"Charged," B-"Cash or Check," and C-"Check No.," or "Total." This will provide for keeping 
track of how much was paid and how much is still due on each purchase. Also, the total value of each purchase should 
be put in the proper column to the right, whether it is all paid at the time of purchase or not. 
Date : Always record the date of each transaction. Month and year are at the top of the page, so only the date of the month 
need be entered in this column. 
Details Of Transaction : Record the main facts, such as "Shelled corn from C. A. Smith." 
Quantity : Specify number of livestock bought, bushels, tons or cwt., of feeds, etc. 
Feed Bought :  Record quantity in bu., tons, or cwt., and total value of any feed purchased. 
Labor Hired : Wages to farm la'bor, also value of farm produce furnished married man. Labor or new improvements is 
entered in column 6. 
Crop Expenses and Machine Hire : Seed, twine, sprays, poisons, fertilizer, inoculation, seed treatment, hail insurance, etc., 
trucking hired (unless deducted from sale price or added to purchase price) plow hire, threshing, shelling, baling, silo 
filling, feed grinding, farm share of electric service, etc. 
Livestock Expense : Veterinary and medical bills, branding, dipping, shearing, shoeing, registration, advertising, fair and 
sale expense, etc. Do not include livestock bought. Shipping expenses should be added to purchase price or deducted 
from sale receipts. Include also Dairy Herd Improvement Association fees, brooder fuel, and fly spray. 
Interest, Insurance and Cash Rent : Record payments of interest on debts (specify under column E) , personal and prop­
erty taxes, insurance on buildings and livestock, and any cash rent paid. 
Farm Improvements : Cost of new buildings, electrical wiring, fencing, etc., and repairs. (Include labor.) Also include nurs­
ery stock, wells, and tiling. 
I A B c D E F I 2 3 4 5 6 
Dt.TAILS OF 
CRO P INTEREST. FARM 
ALL EXPENSE TAXES. I MPROVE· 
LINE DATE TRAN S ACTI O N  QUAN- LIVE- LABOR AND LIVE- INSUR.. MENTS 
( W HAT- FROM WHOM BOUGHTJ T IT Y  STOCK H I RED M.ACH I NE STOCK AND CASH ( NEW AN D 
FEED H1Rt EXPENSE RENT REPAIRS ) 









1 0  
I I  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
15  
16  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
20 
2 1  
22 
2 3  








CASH E XPENSES 
MOlfl'H ----- · Y E AR----- START EACH MONTH ON A N EW SHEET 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Crop Machinery and Livestock Equipment : Plows, drills, corn pickers, harness, small tools, etc., both new and repairs. In­
clude fuel for brooder stoves, oil and grease for machines other than truck, auto, and tractor. 
Truck and Trailer Expense : New (total value, including trade··in) , and repairs. Also, gas, oil, non-freeze, license, insurance, 
etc. Gas and oil costs when purchased in bulk, should be distributed between truck, auto, and tractor. 
Auto Expense : Sarne as for truck expense. 
Tractor Expense : New and repairs ; fuel and oil. 
Special Equipment : New and repairs for gas engines, light plant, motors, etc., and gas, oil and grease for same. 
Cattle : Record number in column F. Total weight (of feeder cattle) and total value, whether all paid for at time of purchase 
or not, is recorded in column 12. 
Hogs : Sarne as for cattle. 
Sheep : Sarne as for cattle. 
Other Livestock : Horses, stallion fees, mules, all poultry, hatching eggs, etc. 
Miscellaneous Farm Expense : Farm organization dues, farm paper subscriptions, farm share of telephone, and all farm 
expenses that cannot be classified under other headings. 
Payments on Notes, Mortgages and Charge Accounts : Enter payments made on old bills and charge accounts, or principal 
payments on notes and mortgages. (Interest payments are entered in column 5. )  
7 8 9 1 0  I I  1 2  1 3  1 4  15 1 6  17 
M ACH I NER Y  S EQU I P M E N T  L I V ESTOCK PU RCH ASED PAYMENTS ( NEW, . REPA I RS ,  FUEL, E TC. ) ON NOTES, I CROP C AT T LE HOGS SHE E P  OTHER M I S C. IMORT-ii �1ACH. 1 I TRUCK AUTO TRACTOR SPECIAL T O TAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL T OTAL LIV E- FARM GAGES, .... . s. EXP. EXP. E X P  EQUIP. WT:LBS Vdl I c:- WT:LBS VALUE STOCK EXP. CHG. ACC'T i="OUIP I WT.-LBS VALLIE 








$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 
[39] 
CASH E XPENSES 
MOl'+TH _____ , YEAR ----- START EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
A B c D E F I 2 3 4 5 6 
CROP INTEREST FARM 
DETAILS OF ALL EXPENSE TAXES. IMPROVE-
LINE DATE T RAN SACT I ON QUAN- LIVE- LABOR I a LIVE- I NSUR., MEN TS 
(WHAT - FROM WHOM BOUGHT, ETC) I T I TY STOCK H IRED MACHINE STOCK 8 · CASH 
(NEW ANO 
FEED HIRE EXPENSE RENT REPAIRS) 









1 0  I 
I 
1 1  
1 2  
1 '3 
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
2 0  
2 1  I 
2 2  
2 3  - ·--
24 
2 5  
2 6  . 
27 
28 


























CASH EXP ENSES 
MONT H _____ , Y E AR ____ _ S T ART E ACH M ON T H  ON A NEW SHEET 
11 7 8 9 10 I I  1 2  1 3  1 4  1 5  1 6  1 7  1 M ACH I N E R Y  S EQU I PM E NT PAYMENTS 
( N EW, REPA I R S, F UE L ,  E T C . ) I ON NOTES 
L I VESTOCK PU R CH ASE D 
f 
'I 
CROP l C AT T LE H O GS S H EE P  OTHER M ISC. MORT-MACH . ,  TRUCK AUTO RACTOR SPEC IAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTA L T OTAL TOTAL TOTAL L IVE - FARM GAGES, �Qt l P. E X P. EXP. , EXP. EQU I P. WT .-LBS. VALUE WT.- LBS. VALUE WT-LBS. VALUE STOCK E X P. CHG. ACCl 
! � $ I $ I $  j ----l-$--.l--1+-- --+-$___ ! $ l--�$ --+---lf-$ __ +-1 4$--t---l I I i. : --ll-1 1 __ __,__ _ --+--11'---t-- --+'--tt---!-- -+-' --tt----t--ttl---t-ir-- -r--
! � I I ---r L__...._I -#-----�--+ �--+--·_;___ji_I _ __._-4---+--it-- -+--
......__  _._j -,I I I i I I I I I ' . I i . II I I I i -T-t-i==I _ i  i I : ' i I [._____ l 1 1 ! I . I I I I ---+- -l....-�---t--l lt-- -+--tt-- -+--u....I _ ___;.!__jl.. __ .;_i -4---+l --l+----+--tt--t-1. -tt-- ------ + i I l i I I ! i I I I I I l I I I : I I ! I I 11 I I i 
J.j....._ _ _J_+---t-----#-- -+-t+----+--tt--t--lt-- --t----j1r---tr---- --t-- I I ' I I i ,1 ! I ! I I I � i I I i 11 I ___J_r -1+----·-r-- :_, ---,- -1- -+f-- +-' -lt------1,.--tt11 ,---+--L I I I I I : ! J_ _._l --Jl.--'i----4 - -+-- , :_:i _�' �-�:-�-�i.:�:�-+-1 �,, -�,�---� - i I ! ! ' -+ I I I I i· ' i 11 I I I ;: I I I 11 I ! ! ___  1 _....,.. __ ..._!1 ----! L 
u.._il ----'---l!.l __ ,___1 --1+----+-l -++-_�l _ _...i--it-_ ____ t' . -+ l---- _j_-+ ----1-- -i -++------+-�+ I I d I : I I l ; � ! i . !I I 
IU-- -----.,�--1-1i -lt----+I -H-i --+,--ttl --t-i -tt-- --t-1 - i : I I ! I Ii 
f l  ! ! I I !  I 1! I I i j I 1 • I I I I i 
: 1  I I I I 1! i I! l l ii I ; i i ! I I! 
I i  I I I I i ! I I I ; j! i Ii 
�!' �_j_i-ll-' -��I �-�-++----+1-+t�-�1! -*-��-+-l ��l--+1--�-�l �---i--ttl--��--T1 -t1 --i1-i1,__�;l _�i!l, � J_ �i! ��'---4-��+--- +l --++-l �--+--1t1 -��11 -tt--' �+i ��it-irl �---t---1�-tt�--1' ��! --it __ ,l---i11!�-�11- -.__ !1 i I I I I I : I I i 


















i I ' I 




i i I I 
: I i 1 :  JI ii I I I I 
I I I -� '- i I ! t I 
I I 
s 
I 11 II ii I l 
I I � : I I Ii I 
$ 1$ 1! 
I 









I r f 
CASH E XPENSES 
MOl'+TH ------, Y E AR------
A B c 
L I NE 
I $ - 1$ $ 
2 
3 
D E · I I DETAILS OF 
I
I 
DAT E ll T RA N SACT I ON I 
I" WH AT - FROM WHOM BOUGHT, ETC) .I 
F 
QUAN­




L IVE- I LABOR STOCK H IRED 
FEED 
$ 
S TART E ACH M O N T H  ON A N EW S H E ET 
3 4 5 
CROP INTEREST FARM 
EXPENSE I TAXES. IMPROVE-S L IVE - I NSUR., MEN TS 
MACHINE STOCK a CASH (NEW ANo 
HIRE EXPENSE RENT REPAIRS ) 
$ I t I I 
7 i I I i . I I 
s I 
9 
1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 8  
1 9  
20 
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
2 5  





3 1  
32 
33 







4 1  
4 2  
43 
44 
4 5 $ 
-











CASH EXP ENSES 
MONTH _____ , YEAR----- ST ART EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
7 8 9 10 I I  1 2  1 3  1 4  1 5  1 6  1 7  
( 
M A CHINERY 8 EQUIPM ENT LIVESTOCK PURCHASE D PAYMENTS 
( NEW, REPAIRS, FUEL, ETC . ) ON NOT� 
CROP C ATTLE HOGS SHE E P  OTHER · MISC. MORT-MACH., TRUCK AUTO lrRACTOR SPECIAL TOTA L  TOTAL TOTA L TOTA L TOTA L TOTA L LIVE- FARM GAGES, L . S. E XP. EXP. EXP. EQU I P. WT.-LBS. VALUE WT.-LBS. VA LUE WT.-LBS. VA LUE STOCK EXP. CHG. Jl(Cl. EQUIP. 








$ $ $ $ $ $ � $ $ $ $ 
[43] 
CASH E XPENSES 
MOl'+T H  _____ , YE AR ----- S TART EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
I A B c 0 E F I 2 3 4 5 6 I CROP �NTEREST FARM DETAILS OF ALL EXPENSE TAXES. I MPROVE-
L INE DATE T RAN SACT I ON I QUAN- LIVE- LABOR 8 LIVE - I NSUR., MEN TS 
( WH AT - F R OM WHOM 80UGHT1 ETC) T I TY STOCK HIRED MACHINE STOCK 8 CASH (NEW ANO 
FEED HIRE EXPENSE RENT REPAIRS) 









1 0  J 
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
! 8  
1 9  -:.; 
20 
2 1  
2 2  
23 
24 
2 5  
2 6  
2 7  
2 8  
29 
30 ' 
3 1  
32 
33 





3 9  
40 
4 1  




TOTALS 45 � � 









CASH EXP ENSES 
MONTH _____ , Y E AR ____ _ ST ART EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
II 7 8 9 I 0 I I I I 2 1 3  I 4 I 5 1 6  11 I 7 I I MACH I N E R Y  B EQU I PM E NT I L I VESTOCK PURCHASED l11PAYMENTS 
i ( N EW, R E PAI R S, F UE L , ET C . ) l--�·----..----- 10N NOTES 1 cRoP 11 'l r · rc-AT T LE H o Gs S HEEP OTHER ' 'i Misc. /MORT-, , MACH ., '1 TRUCK I AUTO 11tTRACTOR SPEC I AL TOTAL TOTAL TOTA L T OTAL TOTAL TOTAL LIVE - FARM GAGES, ii �ot 1 P  " E X P. EXP. : I  EXP. EQU I P. WT .-LBS. VALUE WT.- LBS. VALUE WT-LBS. VALU E  STOCK E X P. Oit. ACCl 
1 1$ I $ I � I $ $ � 1$ ! 1$ l $ $ I $ I 
i I i I I .L I : I u__  _l,.i �--4!-Jl.-�l-+11--- t-I -il---+--ll----+----tj--tt----tl--- l ! i 



















11 ! r 11 1 +- ! ! 1 1 . I  ! i ! ---+-li---- --+---lt-----+--U-- -�-__;,1:--!t-----i--+�-t--lt-- +--�---+-- -t,--;t-·- i ---<--! -----+-,. -- -T-"---· j I d 
ii ·1 ! I : I ! I 1! I ii 
' I I I I i I : ! i li :i ! I i i l I ! II 
:1 I I I I I I I : i l I ;· 
i i I I I I l I . I, i i i 




---n---+-n ' I i i ' i _ ; i ._j.__ l l  i ! i ! ! : 1  ; 
Ii ! I I ! I I I 
ii 
JI 








I I I 





I $ I 
I I 
i l i I 
I 
i I : I 
I 

















I I I 





I I I 





CASH E XPENSES 
MONT H  _____ , Y E AR----- S TART EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
j A I B c D E F I 2 3 4 5 6 CROP 1NTEREST FARM I DETAILS OF ALL EXPENSE TAXES, IMPOOVE-L I NE I DATE T RAN SACT ION QUAN- LIVE- LABOR 8 LIVE- I NSUR., MEN TS 
(WHAT- FROM WHOM BOUGHT1 ETC) i T I TY STOCK HIRED MACHINE STOCK 8 CASH (NEW ANO 
FEED HIRE EXPENSE RENT REPAIRS) 





6 I I 
7 I I 
8 I 
- I 
9 I I 
1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  I 
1 7  
1 8  I . 
1 9  I 
20 I ( 
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  ( 






3 1  ( 
32 
33 
3 4  
35 ( 
3 6  
3i 
38 . ( 
39 
40 










CASH EXP ENSES 
MONTH _____ , Y E AR ____ _ S T ART E ACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
7 8 9 10 
I MACH I N E R Y  a EQU I PM E r�.J  II ( N EW, R E PA I R S ,  F U E L ,  ET C . ) 
I I  1 2 1 3  1 4  1 5  
L I VESTOCK PURCH ASE D 
l'i' C
ROP MACH. ,  TRUCK 
I L S.  E XP .  
C AT T LE H O GS S HEEP OTHER 
AUTO lfRACTOR SPEC IAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTA L T OTAL TOTAL TOTAL L IVE -EXP. EXP. EQU I P. 
WT .-LBS. VALUE WT- LBS. VALUE WT-LBS. VALUE STOCK EQUIP 
I $ $ 
I I i i 
ii I i i  
I I 





i I I i I 




$ $ $ $ 
I 































1 6  1 7  
M ISC. 
FARM 







I I l 
i !· I 
I I I 
l i ! 
i 11 I 








CASH E XPENSES 
MO!'tT H  _____ , Y E AR ----- START EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
II A B c l D E F I 2 3 4 5 6 -II ! CROP 1NTEREST FARM 
L ! NE I 
DETAILS OF ALL - EXPENSE TAXES. IMFflOVE-
DATE T RAN SACT ION  I QUAN- LIVE- LABOR 8 LIVE - I NSUR., MEN TS 
I (WH AT - FROM WHOM BOUGHT1 ETC) ' T I TY STOCK H IRED MACHINE STOCK 8 CASH (NEW AND ' FEED HIRE EXPENSE RENT REPAIRS) 
I $ I $ $ I $ $ $ $ I $ $ I 
2 
3 I I 
4 






1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  I 
1 4  
1 5 
1 6 ( 
1 7  i I 
1 8 
1 9  l ( 20 
2 1  I 
2 2  
2 3  ( 
2 4  
2 5  







3 2  
3 3  
34 ( 
3 5  
3 6  
3 7  ( 
3 8  
3 9  
4 0  




TOTALS 45 $ $ $ x x  F OR MO.  T O  PAGES 7 8  a 79 x J( $ $ $ $ t $ 
[48] 
CASH EXP ENSES 
( MONTH _____ , YEAR----- ST ART EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
7 8 9 10 I I  1 2  1 3  1 4  1 5  1 6  1 7  
( 
MACH I N ER Y  S EQU I PM ENT LI VESTOCK PURCHASED PAYMENTS 
I ( NEW, REPAIRS, FUEL, ETC . ) ON NOTE� 
CROP C AT T LE H O GS S HEEP OTHER M ISC. MORT-
MACH., TRUCK AUTO JrRACTOR SPECIAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL LIVE- FARM GAGES, L .S . E XP. EXP. EXP. EQU I P. WT .-LBS. VALUE WT.-LBS. VALUE WT.-LBS. VALUE STOCK EXP. CHG. AC.Cl. EOUIP. 








$ $ $ $ $ $ � $ $ $ $ 
[49] 
CASH E XPENSES 
MOl'-fT H ----- 1 Y E AR ----- S TART E ACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
A B c 0 E F I 2 3 4 5 6 
I CROP INTEREST FARM 
DETAILS OF ALL EXPENSE TAXES. IMPROVE 
L I NE DATE T RA N SACT I O N  QUAN- LIVE- LABOR a LIVE - I NSUR, MEN TS 
(WHAT- FROM WHOM BOUGHT1 ETC) ' T I TY STOCK HIRED MACHINE STOCK 8 CASH (NEW ANO 
FEED H IRE EXPENSE RENT REPAIRS )  










1 1  
1 2 
1 3  ' 
1 4  
' 
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8 
1 9  ' 
20 
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
2 5  
















4 1  
4 2  
-
4 3  
44 
-
TOTALS 45 $ $ $ x x  F OR MO.  T O  PAGES 7 8  a 79 x J( $ $ $ $ t $ 
[50] 
CASH EXP ENSES 
( MONTH------,--• YEAR ----..,---.. 
ST ART EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
7 8 9 10 I I  1 2  1 3  1 4  1 5  1 6  1 7  
( 
MACH I N ER Y  a EQU I PM ENT LIVESTOCK PURCHASED PAYMENTS -' { NEW, REPAIRS, FUEL, ETC . ) ON �  
I 
CROP C AT T LE HOGS S HEEP OTHER M ISC . MORT-
MACH ., TRUCK AUTO lrRACTOR SPECIAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL LIVE- FARM GAGES, L .S. E 'XP. EXP. EXP. EQU I P. WT .-LBS. VALUE WT.-LBS. VALUE WT.-LBS. VALUE STOCK EXP. 00. A(Cl EQUIP. 











$ $ $ $ $ $ � $ $ $ $ 
[51] 
CASH E XPENSES 
MO�TH _____ , Y E AR ----- START EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
A B c D E F I 2 3 4 5 6 
CROP INTEREST FARM 
DETAILS OF ALL EXPENSE TAXES. IMPROVE-
LINE DATE T RAN SACT I ON QUAN- L IVE- LABOR 8 LIVE - I NSUR., MEN TS 
(WHAT - FROM WHOM BOUGHT1 ETC) T I TY STOCK HIRED MACHINE STOCK 8 CASH (NEW ANO . 
FEED H IRE EXPENSE RENT REPAIRS) . 










1 0  
1 1  -
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5 
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
20 










3 1  
32 
33 
3 4  
3 5  









TOTALS 45 $ $ F OR M O .  T O  $ x x  PAGES 78 a 79 x J( $ $ y $ $ t $ 
[52] 
CASH EXP ENSES 
( 
MONTH'----� > YEAR ----- ST ART EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
9 10  I I  1 2  1 3  1 4  1 5  1 6  1 7  7 8 
( 
MACH I N ER Y  S EQU I PM ENT L IVESTOCK PURCHASED PAYMENTS 
( NEW, REPAIRS, FUEL, ETC . ) ON NOTE� 
CROP I C AT T LE HOGS SHEEP OTHER MISC. MORT-
MACH., TRUCK AUTO TRACTOR SPECIAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL T OTAL TOTAL TOTAL LIVE- FARM GAGES, L .S. E XP. EXP. EXP. EQU I P. WT.-LBS. VALUE WT.-LBS. VALUE WT.-LBS. VALUE STOCK EXP. CHG. ACCT. EQUIP. 
t> $ � $ $ � $ � $ $ f$ 
( 





$ $ $ . $ $ $ f$ $ $ $ $ 
[53] 
CASH E XPENSES 
MOr+TH------- i Y E AR ----- START EACH- MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
A I B c 0 I E F I 2 3 4 5 6 
I 
CROP INTEREST FARM 
DETAILS OF ALL EXPENSE TAXES. IMPROVE� 
L I NE DATE T RANSACT I O N  QUAN- LIVE- LABOR a LIVE - I NSUR., MEN TS 
(WHAT- FROM WHOM BOUGHT1 ETC) 1 T I TY STOCK HIRED MACHINE STOCK S CASH (NEW ANO 
I FEED HIRE EXPENSE RENT 
REPAIRS) 









1 0  � 
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
20 
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
2 5  





3 1  
32 
33 











TOTALS 45 $ $ $ x x  F OR M O .  T O  PAGES 78 a 79  x J( $ $ $ $ $ $ 
[54] 
CASH EXP ENSES 
( MONTH _____ , 
VEAR ----- ST ART EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
7 8 9 10 I I  1 2  1 3  1 4  1 5  1 6  1 7  
MACH I N E R Y  s EQU I PM ENT LIVESTOCK PURCHASED PAYMENTS 
( NEW, REPAIRS, FUEL, ETC . . ) ON �  
CROP 
' CAT T LE HOGS SHEEP OTHER M ISC . MORT-
MACH'., TRUCK AUTO if RAC TOR SPECIAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL LIVE- FARM GAGES, L. S. E XP. EXP. EXP. EQU I P. WT .-LBS. VALUE WT.-LBS. VALUE WT.�LBS. VALUE STOCK EXP. CHG. Ac.Cl. EQUIP. 









$ $ $ $ $ $ � $ $ � $ 
[55] 
CASH E XPENSES 
MO�T H  _____ , Y E AR -----
� 










1 0  
I t  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  





24 i I 
2 5  i' 





3 1  
32 
33 
3 4  
3 5  














I I I 
' I  
I 
$ 
c D I 
I 
I DATE I 
$ 
-
$ x x  
E I F I 
DETAILS OF 
T RAN SACT I O N  QUAN-
I 







F OR MO.  T O  
-










S TART EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
2 3 4 5 6 
:cROP RNTEREST FARM 
EXPENSE TAXES. �MPROVE-
LABOR a LIVE - I NSUR., .MEN TS 
H IRED MACHINE STOCK 8 CASH (NEW ANO 
HIRE EXPENSE RENT REPAIRS)  
l$ I $ $ $ I � I 
I I i I I I I 







$ $ $ t � 
CASH EXP ENSES 
( MONTH, _____ , VEAR --
--- ST ART EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
7 8 9 10 I I  1 2  1 3  1 4  1 5  1 6  1 7  
( 
MACH I NERY 8 EQU I PM ENT LIVESTOCK PURCHASED PAYMENTS 
( NEW, REPAIRS, FUEL, ETC. ) ON �  
CROP CAT TLE HOGS S HEEP OTHER M ISC. MORT-
MACH., TRUCK AUTO if RAC TOR SPECIAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL LIVE- FARM GAGES, L .S. E-XP. EXP. EXP. EQU I P. WT.-LBS. VALUE WT.-LBS. VALUE WT.-LBS. VALUE STOCK EXP. OiG. N:.Ct EOUIP. 






( I I 
( 
I 
$ $ $ $ $ $ 1$ � $ $ $ 
[57] 
CASH E XPENSES 
MOl't-T H _____ , Y E AR -----











1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
20 
2 1  I 
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
2 5  





3 1  
32 
33 
3 4  
35 


















ll DATE 1 1 
E 
DETAI LS OF l 
F 
.. TRANSACT I ON I QUAN-
(WH AT - FROM WHOM BOUGHT, ETC) ' T I TY 
• - I� 
-
TOTALS FOR MO. TO 









S TART EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
3 4 5 6 
CROP . INTEREST FARM 
EXPENSE TAXES. IMPROVE-
S LIVE - I NSUR., MENTS ·. 
MACHINE STOCK 8 CASH (NEW ANO 
HIRE . EXPENSE RENT REPAIRS)  

















7 8 9 10 I I  
MACH I N ERY 8 EQU I PM E NT 
( NEW, REPAIRS, FUEL, ETC . ) 
CROP II 
MACH:, I TRUCK 







AUTO TRACTOR SPECIAL 




CASH EXP ENSES 
ST ART EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET, 
1 2  1 3  1 4  1 5  1 6  1 7  
L IVESTOCK PURCHASED PAYMENTS 
CAT T LE HOGS SHEEP 
ON NOT� 
OTHER MISC. MORT-
TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL LIVE- FARM GAGES, 
WT .-LBS. VALUE WT.-LBS. VALUE WT.-LBS. VALUE STOCK EXP. CHG. ACCT. 
$ $ $ $ $ $ 
'\ 
$ � � $ $ $ 
[59] 
GASH E XPENSES 
MOl'+T H  _____ , Y EAR ----- START EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
A B c D E F I 2 3 4 5 6 
I CROP �NTEREST FARM DETAILS OF I ALL EXPENSE TAXES. IMPROVE-
L I NE DATE T RAN SACT I ON I QUAN- LIVE- LABOR 8 LIVE- I NSUR., MEN TS 
(WHAT- FROM WHOM BOUGHT, ETC) T I TY STOCK H IRED MACHINE 1STOCK 8 CASH (NEW AND 
FEED HIRE EXPENSE RENT REPAIRS)  
i $ � $ $ � $ $ � I � 
2 'I I I 
3 I 
4 I I 





1 0  i I 1 1  
1 2  
1 3  I I 
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  I I 
1 8  -
1 9 I 
2'0 
2 1  I 
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  ,1 
2 5  I 





30 I I I 
3 1  
32 I I 
33 
3 4  I 
35 
36 
37  '"' I 
38 I 
3 9  
4 0  
4 1  




TOTALS 45 $ $ F OR MO.  T O  $ x x  PAGES 78 a 79 X K $ $ $ $ $ $ 
[60] 
CASH EXP ENSES 
MONTH'-----• YEAR ----- ST ART EACH MONTH ON A NEW SHEET 
7 8 9 10  I I  1 2  1 3  1 4  1 5  1 6  1 7  
( 
MACH I N ERY 8 EQU I PM ENT L IVESTOCK PURCHASED PAYMENTS 
( NEW, REPAIRS, FUEL, ETC . ) ON NOTE� 
CROP C AT TLE HOGS SHEEP OTHER M ISC. MORT-
MACH .. , TRUCK AUTO tTRACTOR SPECIAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL T OTAL TOTAL TOTAL LIVE- FARM GAGES, L .S .  E XP. EXP. EXP. EQU I P. WT .-LBS. VALUE WT.-LBS. VALUE WT.-LBS. VALUE STOCK EXP. a-t. Jl(.(l. EQUIP. 







$ $ $ $ $ $ � $ $ $ $ 
[61] 
FAM I LY L IV I N G  EXPENSES 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Charge Accounts : If an item is charged (all or part) enter the amount charged in column A, and in columns 1 to 9 
record the total value, whether paid for at time of purchase or not. Records of household and personal charge accounts, 
and other personal debts should also be recorded on pages 10 and 11, column 4. 
Cash and Check : Record the amount of each purchase paid for by cash or check (all or part) in column B. Include value of 
any eggs or cream traded in. 
Total : The amounts in columns A and B, when added together, equal the "Total" value of the purchase (both charged and 
paid for) . Record the total in column C and also in the proper column, 1 to 9, to the right. 
Date : Always record the date of each purchase. 
Items and Description : Record the main facts, such as, "Betty's shoes-Tull's Store." 
Food : All food and meals purchased. Food furnished by the farm is recorded in a table on page 4. 
Household Operation : Kerosene, gasoline for stoves and wash ing machine engine, coal, gas, house share of electricity, wood 
and cobs (unless secured on the farm) , ice ; laundery and cleaning supplies, bathroom supplies ; cooking, canning and 
sewing supplies (except food for cooking and canning, and cloth and thread for sewing) ; house plants, hired girl's 
wages, moving and storing household goods, bank charges on checking account, safety deposit box rent, interest on 
money borrowed for household or personal use only, telephone, telegrams, postage, stationery, ink, etc., etc. 
A B c 0 E I 2 
PAID BY 
UN� · CHARGE CASH S T OTAL DATE I TEMS s DESCR1 P T I ON S  FOOD HOUSEHOLD 
ACCOUNTS CHECK ( WHAT- FROM WHOM ANO FOR WHOM BOUGHT, ETC) OPERATI ON 












1 3  ' 
i 4  
1 5  
16 
17  
1 8  
1 9 
20 




















11 ii ii 
FAM I LY L IV I N G  EX PENSES 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Cothing : All garments, shoes and accessories-such as gloves, handkerchiefs, umbrellas, po'Cket books, costume jewelry, 
neckties, etc. Include material purchased for home-made clothing, paid labor for sewing, and cleaning, dyeing and re­
pairing clothing'. Clothing purchased for gifts outside the family should be entered in column (8) . 
Personal Expenses : Barber and beauty shop services, toilet supplies, tobacco, candy and other money spent for personal 
use not accounted for elsewhere. 
Housing and Furnishings : House and household purchases and repairs. Include all furniture and equipment purchased, 
household tools, bedding, table linen, etc. Include insurance and taxes on house and furnishings. 
Education and Recreation : School tuition, fees and supplies, board and lodging for children away at school ; newspapers, 
magazines, books, movies, games, toys, pets, music lessons and supplies, dues to social and educational organizations ; 
educational trips and vacation expenses. 
Medical Care : Fees for doctor, dentist, nurse ; hospital care, surgical appliances, first aid equipment, eye-glasses, treat­
ments, medicine ; health and accident insurance. 
Gifts, Church, Welfare : Gifts to persons outside the family ; church support, charity, include expense of weddings, christ­
enings and funerals. 
Payments on Notes and Accounts ; Investments : Payments on charge accounts which were entered in column A, payments 
on any other personal debts ; purchase of stocks, bonds, annuities, life insurance, etc. 
3 II 4 5 6 7 8 9 , PAYMENTS ON CLOTHING PERSONAL HOUSING s EDUCATION S MEDICAL G IFTS, CHURCH, I NOTES a. AOCT; 
EXPENSES FURNISH I NGS RECREAT I ON CARE WELFAR E I NVEST MENTS 




11 I l 
� I I I I :I I ! 
!I I I I 
Ii I +- i 11 I 
ii I I I I 
I I -
i I II 
11 I i 
. 
I I 
I i I 
I 
II I I 
I -
$ � $ $ $ $ $ I 
[63] 
FAM ILY UVING EXPENSES 
A B c D E I 2 
PAID BY 
LINE CHARGE CASH 8 TOTAL DAT E  ITEMS 8 DESCR IPT I ONS FOOD HOUSEHOLD 
ACCOUNTS CHECK ( WH AT- FROM WHOM AND FOR WHOM BOUGHT, ETC.) OPERAT I ON 









1 0  
1 1  . I I I 
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  { 
1 9  
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
24 
2 5 





3 1  
3 2  
33 
34 
3 5  
3 6  
37 
3 8  
3 9  
4 0  
4 1  
4 2  
43 





4 9  $ $ $ x x  TOTALS CARRIED FORWARD $ $ 
[64] 
FAM I LY LIVI NG E X P ENSES 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
PAYMENTS ON 
CLOTHI NG PERSONAL HOUSING 8 EDUCATION 8 MEDICAL GIFTS. CHURCH, NOTES a ACC'T� 
( EXPENSES FURNISH1NGS RECREAT ION CARE WELFARE I NVESTMENTS � $ $ $ $ $ I $ I i 
I I I I 












( ! I 
i I I 









$ $ $ � $ I $ $ 
[65] 
FAM ILY UVING EXPENSES 
A B c 0 E I 2 
PAID BY 
LINE CHARGE CASH 8 TOTAL DAT E  I TEMS 8 DESCR IPT I ONS FOOD HOUSEHOLD 
ACCOUNTS CHECK ( WH AT- FROM WHOM AND FOR WHOM BOUGHT, ETC.) OPERAT I ON 









1 0  
I t 
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
20 
2 1  










3 1  










4 1  







49 $ $ $ x x  TOTALS CARRIED FORWARD $ $ 
[66] 
FAMI LY LIVI NG E X P ENSES 
3 4 5 I 6 7 8 I PAYMEN�S ON 
CLOTH I NG PERSONAL HOUSING 8 EDUCAT ION B MEDICAL G IFTS, CHURCH, NOTES B ACC'T; 
( EXPENSES FURNISHINGS RECREAT ION CARE WELFARE I NVESTMENTS I $ $ $ $ I $ 1 $ I I> I I 
t I l I I I I I 









( ; ! I I 
I I I I ! I I I I ( i I I I 
I I I I I I 





I I I I ! I I I I 
I I I I I I 
i 
I I I I I ! I I I I I I i I 
$ $ $ $ $ I $ $ 
[67] 
FAM I LY UVI NG E X PEN S ES 
A 8 c 0 E I 2 
PAID BY 
LINE CHARGE CASH ei TOTAL DAT E  I TEMS B DESCRI PT IONS FOOD HOUSEHOLD 
ACCOUNTS CHECK ( WH AT- FROM WHOM ANO FOR WHOM BOUGHT, ETC.) OPERAT I ON 









1 0  
I I  
1 2  
I 
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
' 
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  






2 9  
30 
3 1  






..3 8  
3 9  
40 
4 1  
4 2  
4 3  
4 4  





















FAMI LY LIVI NG E X P ENSES 
5 6 7 
HOUSING 8 EDUCATION 8 MEDICAL 
















I PAYMENTS ON GIFTS, CHURCH, NOTES 8 ACC'T� 








I I I 





I I I I 
$ $ 
FAM I LY UVI N G  EXPEN S ES 
A B c D E I 2 
PA.ID BY 
LINE CHARGE 1 CASH S T OTAL DAT E  I T EMS S DESCR I PT I ONS FOOD HOUSEHOLD ACCOUNTS I CHECK ( WH AT- FROM WHOM AND FOR WHOM BOUGHT, ETC.) OPERAT I ON 
---;.-- I 
l $ I$ $ TOTALS BROUGHT FORWARD $ 1$ 








1 0  
1 1  I 
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  I I 
20 
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  I 
24 I 




2 9  I -
30 
3 1  I I 
3 2  I 
33 I 
34 I '  
35 I ! 
36 i ·  I 
3 7  
3 8  I I II 3 9  1 1 I 40 
4 1  I 
4 2  
4 3  I I 
4 4  I 
45 I I 
4 6  ii I 
4..,. I 'I I I · '  
4 8  -








FAMILY LIVI NG E X P ENSES 
3 4 
CLOTH I NG 
=rr ; -i 6 11--- -;-- lf 8 lPAY�EM�S ON PERSONAL I HOUSING a j1 EoucAr 1 0N s 11 MEDI CAL 1 1 G I FTS, CHURCH, I I NOTES a Acc'r; 
EXPENSES FURNISHINGS I REC_REAT ION __j) CARE I J WELFARE I I NVESTM EN TS ll-$ ____ ..._11 -ll-$___ : --:i $ 
i f�---- -----�-�$ _ _ _ _  - -+=r1$ - --+-1$ __  _ 
1 -1 I ---ir- - --; -Pi �-r -� 111-- ��------'1-_ _J ___ I tr-----J-+------ -1- �Jt----- ; 1r----t--t 11 : tt-- -------T-- it- , :f ---i---�, --:1· _  ----Hr1 : � -- -- ---L--t�--- --: 11 ' I ii ' i . 1 ' i ij ' i1---- ----+----ll-- - i I i --- 1·1-----i'· ; t----i- ir-- 1·--l+-- --+--- -------+--H-- -----+-1 --t;-- ' �r- 1 ----41----
1+-----,____-H--- ---+----tt-- ----+-11 �1-i'--_ 1 , 1 11 1 11 r , 1 -1 1 � n 
Iii--, ----+--, �-----+-1--4!1--: ----+-:---+l---- - -'-l ---++-1 ---- ---,�-·1 _j _----4 __ 11 -- --! -I _j__ I I ! l'I ! - ' .' - -+-111--, ---1---41--- - I i I I \ ' -j�I I 1r -f I r---. - - i i +--+---r--
�---+---1 ---1'!>-- =±----tt---- t 11 -hr- 1 F +-t- ----+--
1 : ! l--- I ---r-. -1-(--- -r !�1 - i-
F [ 11 ------j-- ii ! I I '. � -- --- --, -•1----------4------ 1 11 I -t- I .J ; . �r- - i I ! I I --4-J,1 -�-�i I ' I 1·1 ---�\ -j ,  I I I. ! I I ! _ ·l 1r I, I I ,1 : i ; l�� ' r,l--1 I -tt- I � i ' . 11 1 1 r 11 , J ; -- -- --- ; --+r I I r JI . r " ; ---- --:-- {r--- ---
1� 
I : ti i Ii i i 1 ! I , ----+-1�-=-������....__!.__ -J;=_- ---�---�- f �L1 ----�----_-- --r-----i -
1�-----+l--4l------ :�1----- -- : --r---- --1--! . : �f---- --·------+;---++----- 1 1· ·*-=�-_--r�ir--- - --t. -+ ------�. - Jr ___ _!_ _ _ I I I 1 -t -: -rr--- ----: ---fl - -- - -.� - --- -




-- -+- - - - -+---- , _ _____ _ __  _:.--1! 
',:������-=-, �:�, �·-----+----1+-IL-----r1- -------1 -t--- -�=---�-=-•--ri--; --.==---. __ --=-:- ---r- -----�. -_-_ 1 
-� 
- -- -:-tr----- ==�Tj ;1 . -�,i1-- ----1 r-------' -
�_J ! j� ------r-r -- ----r---�--- ) I 1---t i 
1r- 1 �-b 1 Ii ---:1=--- : Fr--- �i-� 
I._ __ __,_____.._ _ ---+---tt---1 !=i ! j -�:. =�-==--:L II I  I I , =l= ·-+--�----- · 1 __:__j I 1 1 I 
,..___ __ ___._____..__ __ � I I _ __ :1 -t 1 ·----+--
[� 
I +-I I t-- ---il-1 ---tif--1 -- ---i--




LINE CHARGE CASH a 
ACCOUNTS CHECK 









1 0  
I I  
1 2 
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
2 5  
2 6  
27 
28 
2 9  
30 
3 1  
3 2  
3 3  
34 
3 5  
36 
37 
3 8  
3 9  
40 
4 1 
4 2  . 
4 3  
4 4  
4 5  
4 6  
4 7  
4 8  





FAM ILY UVING EXPENSES 
0 
DAT E  
x x  
E 
I TEMS a DESCR IPT I ONS 






TOTALS FOR YEAR - - . - - - -
I 2 
FOOD HOUSEHOLD 




FAM I LY LIVI NG E X P ENSES 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
PAYMENTS ON 
CLOTHI NG PER SONAL HOUSING s EDUCATI ON S I MEDICAL G IFTS, CHURCH, NOTES s ACC'T; 
EXPENSES FURNISH INGS RECREAT ION CARE WELFARE I NVESTMENTS 
( $ $ $ I $ $ I $ !$ ! ' I i 
I I I I 
I I I I T I ! 
i I 
i I 
I I I 1 1 i I ,. I 1  I I 
I I I 
( . 
� 
( ' I 1 
I 
I I I 
( I I I I I I I I 
( 
I ! I I i I 
I I I ! I I I I I I I ! I I I I I 
( I I I I I i I I I j l ! I I I ! I I ! I I 
I I I I I ! ! l l 
I i I I I I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I . I I I i ! I I I I i I I I I I I I I ! I ! I I i I I I I I 
i 
i I I I I I I i $ $ $ $ I $ I $ $ I I I 
[73] 
/ 
I NV E NTORY OF HOUSEHOLD AND P ERSONAL GOODS 
-- II BEG I NN I NG OF Y E AR E ND OF Y E AR 
LINE I T E MS NUMBER OR N UMBER OR I QUANT I T Y  VA LU E QUAN T IT Y  VALUE 
! 
$ ! $ I I BEDS 
2 MATTRESSES i ! I ! T ICKS I ii i 3 +---i I i 4 BEDDING  p I I ! 5 DRESSER S  I 
CHESTS I I i 6 
7 CHAIRS ,  STRAIGHT I I ' 
8 CHA IRS ,  EASY I ! 
I I i 9 S TOOLS I I 
11 I ! 1 0  I F LOOR COVERINGS I 
I !I ! I l LAMPS AND L ANTERNS i ! ' 
1 2  L I N EN ,  D ISHES, CUTLERY . ANO GLASSWARE ! 
1 3  TABLES I I i . ! i 1 4  DAVENPORT OR COUCH I 
1 5  BOOK CASES I I ' \ I ! 6  P I A N O  I 
1 7  RADIO ! 
I 1 8  OTHER MUSI CAL INSTRUMENTS  I 
1 9  SEWIN G  M ACH I N E  I 
20 S TOV ES, K I TCHEN  I I I ! 
I I ! 2 1  I STOVES,  HEAT I N G  2 2  BUFFET I ! 
2 3  P I CTURES - I 
2 4  CURTA I N S  I ! 
I I 2 5  CABINET I 
i 2 6  KITCHEN  UTENSILS I 
2 7  CLEAN I NG EQU IPMENT i 
2 8  LAUNDRY EQU I PMENT I I 
2 9  CHURN  '-
3 0  R E F R IGERATOR I 
3 1  PRESSURE COOKER 
3 2  CAN N I NG EQU I PMENT:  J ARS,  ETC 
33 OTHER EQU I P M EN T  
3 4  CLOT H I N G  I 
35  PERSONAL BELON G INGS  I 
36 OTHER FURNISHI NGS 
-
3 7  STORED M EATS ( LBS . ) 
38 STORED VEGETABLES ( LBS. OR BU. ) I 
39  STORED F RU ITS ( LBS . OR BU. ) 
40 CANNED M E ATS (PTS .  OR QTS. ) I 
4 1  CANNED VEGETABLES ( PTS. OR QTS . ) ,, 
4 2  CANNED FRU ITS  (PTS.  OR  QTS . ) I 
43 OTHER m o os . ! I 
I I I 4 4  
I I 4 5  I 46 F UEL I 
47 
48 T OTAL x x � x x � 













SUM MARY OF EGG P RODUCT I ON 










1 0  
I I 
r 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  ( 
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
2 0  
( 
2 i  --
2 2  
23 ( 
2 4  
2 5  I 
( 26 2.7 I 
2 8  
2 9  
30 ( 





DURING DURI N G  
MONTH YEAR..-
I 
Record the total number of eggs produce� each day in the month. 
Total number of eggs produced during year _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  , 
Average number of hens in laying flock during year _ _ _ _  - - - - - - - - · 
Average number of eggs produced per hen per year - - - - - - - - - - - - · 
[75] 
SUM M ARY OF M I LK P R ODUCT I O N  
NAME OF cow 
LINE . ( USE THIS COLUMN IF MONTHLY PRO-










1 0  
I I 
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  





2 8  
2 9  
3 0  
3 1  
3 2  
3 3  AVERAGE NUMBER COWS MILKED AVE RAGE 
DURI NG ·MONTH. NU M BER 
cows 
M I LKED 
DUR I N G  
YEAR --
This page may be used for recording total production for each cow monthly, or total production from the entire herd 
daily. 
Total amount of milk produced during year - - - - - - - - - - - - ·  
Average number o f  cows milked during year - - - - - - - - - - - ·  











-' ,,..----...,_ � --.. � 
CHECK FOR S U P P LY AN D D I S P O SAL OF C R O P S  
-
C O R N W H E AT O AT S  B AR L E Y  S I L AGE H AY 
LIN E I T E M QUAN. QUAN QUAN. QUAN QUAN. QUAN. QUAN. :"I 
BU . VALUE BU. VALUE BU.  VAWE BU. VALUE TONS VALUE TONS VALUE Vi �LUE 
I BE GI N N I N G I NVENTORY - PAGE 5. $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 
2 R A I SED ( LESS LANDLORD'S SHARE) - PAG E 3.  l 
3 P U R C H A S E D - PAGES 38 TO 6 1 . = -
4 TOTAL TO ACCOUNT FOR $ __ L_ $ $ t $ $ 11 �-
5 SOLD - PAGES 1 4  TO 3 6  $ 
6 U SED FOR SEED ( E S T IMATE) 
7 S HR I N K AG E  (E S T I M AT E) 
8 E N D  OF Y E AR I NVENTORY - P A G E  5 
9 T OTAL ACCOU N T E D  FOR $ 
1 0 A M OUNT F ED - L I N E  4 M I NUS L I N E  9 $ 
1 1  A M OUNT F E D  TO C ATTLE $ 
1 2  AMOUNT F E D  T O  H O G S  $ 
1 3  AMOU N T  F E D  T-0 SHEEP $ 
1 4  AMOUNT F E D TO HOR S E S  $ 
1 5 AMOUNT F E D  T O  POULTRY $ 
The difference between the "Total" on line 4 of this table and the 
"Total" on line 9 should represent the amount of feed fed to livestock. 
This can be distributed between the various kinds of livestock by estimat­
ing the approximate amount of each kind of feed that each kind of live-
� EST IMATED . VALUE OF UNPAID FAM I LY L A BOR 
EST. VALUE OF 
LINE MEMBER OF FAM I LY FARM W ORK 
( oo N O T  I N C L U D E  O P E R ATO R) T H I S  Y E AR 
1 6  $ 
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
2 0  
2 1  
22 TOTAL VALUE OF UNPAlD $ FAM I LY LABOR 
Include value of women's work on the farm but not in connec­









$ $ $ $ $ I 
J ii 
' I  i  c i! � 
� � $ $ -n l $ ii -) 
$ $ $ $ $ ll l .J 
� $ $ $ I \,,_ � � I  lJ 
$ $ $ $ $ II : J 
� $ $ $ $ :i: 
$ $ $ $ $ ' I �: 
$ $ $ t $ 1  () 
11 li ... d stock on your farm received the past year. Lines 1 1 , 12 ,  13 , 14 and 15 Ill1�s0 
add up to equal the figures in line 10 in each column. Besides normal shdhk=< 
age due to drying, feed that has been stolen, burned, or otherwise �lis:::o 
appeared may be included in "Shrinkage. "  i i  J> ll s: 11 � 11 c: 
EST I MATED VALUE OF BOARD FOR H I RED LABOR Ii ru 
� 
TOTAL MONTHLY TOTAL MONTHLY 




2 3  
24 
2 5  
2 6  
27 
2 8  
2 9  
3 0  
WORKED BOARD WORKED BOARD 
JAN U AR Y  $ BR01T FOR'O • $ 
F EBRUARY J ULY 
MAR CH AUGUST 
A P R I L  SEP T E MBER 
M AY OCTOBER 
JUNE NOVEMBER 
T OTAL 
D EC EMBER 
CAR1D FOR'D 
TOTAL FOR H I R E D  L ABOR $ 
Do not include board for threshi'ng crews or for other crews 
where work is exchanged. 
II � II � 
11 I 
l 
MONT HLY S UMM ARY OF CASH RECE I PT S  
A B c D E ' 2 3 
PUT THE NAME OF THE MONTH C ORN O R  ' 
LINE IN  COL . E. I F  YOUR RECORD BOOK MONTH WHEAT OTHER CROPS C AT T L E  YEAR STARTS ON MARCH l, YOUR 
F IRST MONTH WOULD BE MARCH. AM'T. VALUE AM'T.  VALUE NO. WT-LBS VALUE 
I � � $ F IRST MONTH $ $ $ I 
2 SECOND MONTH 
3 TH IRD MONTH ! 
4 $ $ $ TOTAL F IRST QUARTER $ $ $ 
5 $ $ $ FOURTH MONTH � $ � 
6 I F I F TH MONTH I I 
7 S I XTH  M ONTH I 
8 $ $ $ TOTAL SECOND QUARTER $ $ � 
9 $ $ I $ SEVENTH MONTH $ $ $ 
1 0  E I GHTH MONTH 
1 1  N I NTH MONTH 
1 2  $ $ J $ TOTAL THIRD QUARTER $ $ � 
1 3  $ $ $ TENTH MONTH $ $ $ 
1 4  ELEVENTH MONTH 
1 5  TWELFTH MONTH r 
1 6  $ $ $ TOTAL FOURTH QUARTER $ $ $ 
1 7  $ $ $ TOTAL 1 ST. 6 MO. (uNE 4 a a) $ $ $ 
1 8  $ $ $ TOTAL 2 ND. 6 MO. (LINE 12 8 16) $ $ $ 
1 9  $ $ $ TOTAL FOR YR . (uNES 11 a 10) $ $ $ 
M ONT H LY SU M MARY OF C ASH E X PENSES 
A B c D E I 2 
PUT THE NAME OF 'THE MONTH 
IN  COL. E .  IF  YOUR RECORD BOOK ALL 
LINE YEAR STARTS ON MARCH I ,  YOUR UVE- LABOR FIRST MONTH WOULD BE MARCH. 
MONTH STOCK H I RED 
FEED 
20 $ $ $ F I RST MONTH $ $ 
2 1  I SEC.ONO MONTH  . 
2 2  T H IRD  MONTH 
23  $ � $ TOTAL F I RST QUARTER $ $ 
24 $ $ $ FOURTH MONTH $ $ ! 
2 5  F I F TH MONTH 
26 S I X T H  M ON TH  
27 $ � $ TOTAL SECOND QUARTER $ $ 
2 8 $ $ $ SEVENTH MONTH $ $ I 
29  E IGHTH MONTH I 
3 0  N I N T H  M O N T H  l 
3 1  $ $ I $ TOTAL TH I RD QUARTER I$ I $ 
32 I $ $ $ T E N TH M O NTH  $ I � i I 
�3  I E LEVENTH M ONTH I 
3 4  I TWELF TH MONTH I I 
35 $ $ I 1$ TOTAL FOURTH QUARTER ! '$ I \ $  i I 
TOTAL 1 sr. s Mo. (uNE 23 a�- i I 1· I 36 $ '$ $ $ $ 
37 $ $ 1$ TOTAL 2 No. s MO. (uNE 31 E n�' $ $ 
I 38 $ $ $ TOTA L FOR YR.  (LINES 36 a 3� $ $ l 
Transfer monthly totals from their respective pages to the proper lines above. 
[78] 
3 4 5 6 
CRO P I NTEREST FARM 
EXPENSE TAXES, IMPROVE-
8 LIVE- I NSUR., . MENTS . 
MACHINE STOCK 8 CASH {NEW ANO 
H IRE EXPENSE RENT REPAIRS)  
$ $ $ I $ I I I 
$ $ $ I $ 
$ $ $ ! $ 
I 
I I I 
$ $ $ I $ 
$ $ , ·$ I i ·1$ ! I I ! 
I I i I ---1..- I 
$ $ ' $  i $ I 
$ $ I 1 $ I 1$ I I 
I I I I 
I I i I 
$ i $ L=f. I $ I $ i 1 $ ! ·$ ! 1 $ I 
















M ONTHLY .SUMMARY OF CASH R ECE I PTS 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
DAIRY 
HOGS SHEEP 8 WOOL POULTRY PRODUCTS EGGS MISCELLANEOUS 
NO .  WT-LBS. VALUE NO .  WT:-LBS VALUE NO. WT-:- LBS. VALUE ' VALUE DOZENS 
� $ $ $ ! i I 
$ $ $ $ 
$ $ $ $ 
I i 
$ � � $ 
$ � � $ 
/ ! 
$ � $ $ 
� $ $ $ 
$ $ $ $ i I 
$ $ $ i $ 
$ � $ $ · I $ 
$ $ It $ 
MONT H LY SUM M A RY OF CASH EXPENSES 
7 8 9 10 1 1  1 2  1 3  1 4  
M ACH I N ER Y a E Q U I P M E N T  L I V E S TOCK P U R C H AS E D  
CROP \
SPEC I AL 
C AT T LE HOGS S H E E P  
MACH., TRUCK AUTO TRACTOR 
L . S. E XP. EXP. EXP. EQU IP. TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
EQUIP. WT:-LBS VA LUE WT-LBS VALUE W T- LBS. VA LUE 
� $ $ $ � I $ I $ ! I I I I i I 
i I 
$ $ 1$ $ $ i $ i $ I \ I 
$ $ $ ! I t i $ $ ! $ 
I I ; 
I ! i i 
$ $ $ $ $ $ I $ I 
$ $ I $ 
I 
$ $ $ $ I ! 
I I I I 
� $ $ $ $ $ I $ i 




$ $ $ $ � $ $ 
$ $ $ $ � $ $ 
$" $ $ $ $ � $ 
·- · -
Transfer monthly totals from their respective pages to the proper lines above. 
[79] 





I I I 
$ � 
$ !$ ! i 
i i 





$ l $ 
$ $ 
-· 
1 5  1 6  1 7  
PAYMENT 
ON NOTE S, 
OTHER M I SC. MORT-
L IVE- FAR M  1GA�ES, . 
STOCK EXP. CHG ACCT 
$ I $ I $ I 
i ! ! 
I I i 
$ ! $ $ 




$ $ $ 
$ I ---- $ I $ 
I l I 
I I 
$ I $ i $ 
$ I $ i $ ! 
I i I 
i ; 
$ I $ I $ 
$ $ I $ i ! 
� � I � 
BR EED I N G  R ECORD 
R EM ARKS 
LINE AN I M AL BRED D AT E  NAME O R  NUMBER DATE DATE ( SEX O F  OFFSPR I NG ,  NAMES, NUMBER 










1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
' 1 5  -
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  i 
2 4  
2 5  
2.6 
27 
2 8  
2 9  
3 0  
3 1  
3 2  
33 I 
3 4  
3 5  
3 6  
3 7  
3 8  
· -
39 I 
40 I ... 
4 1  
4 2  
4 3  
4 4  
4 5  
4 6  � I 
4 7  
48 
' 
4 9  I 
50 
Average time of gestation from service to birth : mare 340 days, cow 283 days, ewe 150 days, and sow 112 days. 
[80] 
SUMMARY OF I NV E N T O R I E S  
BEG I N N I N G  OF YEAR E N D  O F  YEAR 
LINE CLASSES OF P R O PERT Y PAGE L I N E OPERATORS LANDLORD's WHOLE OPERATORS LANDLORDS WHOLE 
SHARE SHARE FARM SHARE SHARE FARM 
I LAND I 3 0  $ $ � $ $ $ 
2 FARM BUI L D I NGS I 2 9  
3 MACH I NERY a EQU IPMENT 3 3 6  
4 M I SCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES 4 1 7  
5 F EE D S  5 2 5  
6 SEEDS a SUPPLIES 5 4 0  
7 CATTLE 6 20 a 2 1  
8 H ORSES a MULES I 6 3 3  8 3 4  
9 HOGS  \ 7 1 4  a 1 5  
1 0  S HEEP 7 2 2  a 2 3  
1 1  W OOL 7 24 a 25 
1 2  POU LT RY 8 1 2  
1 3  ACCOUNTS RECE IVABLE 9 20 -
( T OTAL FARM ASSETS OR 
I 
1 4  FARM CAP I TAL I 
( ADD L INES  I TO 1 3  I NCLUSIVE ) x x x $ $ $ $ $ $ 
1 5  FARM LIABIL IT I ES 9 38 
( 1 6  NET FARM CAP ITAL ( LI NE  1 4  M IN U S  L I N E  1 5 )  x x x $ $ $ $ $ $ 
PLACE SMALLER OF "WHOLE 
( FARM'' TOTALS O N  L I N E  1 6  17  UNDER LARGER AND SUBTRACT. 
DO THE SAME F OR ''OPERATORS 
SHARE'' A N D  '1LAN D LORD'S SHARE': x x x  
( 1 8  I N CREASE OR  DECREASE � i 
OPERATOR'S SHARE x x x  $ x x  x x x  x $ x x  x x x  I x 
I NCRE ASE OR DECREASE -
1 9  L ANDLORD'S SHARE x x x x x  x $. x x  x x x  x $ x x  x 
20 I NCREASE OR  DECREASE-
. 
WHOLE FARM x x x  x x  x x x  x $ x x  x x x  x $ 
2 1  HOUSE OPERATOR L IVES I N  I 3 $ $ $ ' $ $ $ 
2'2 H OU SE H OLD  a P ERSONAL ASSETS 74 48 ' 
23  TOTAL PERSONAL ASSETS x x x  $ $ $ $ $ $ 
2 4  PERSONAL L IABI L I T I ES (PAGE 10, COL. 4 - LINE 24 MINUS 42) 1 0  x x  
---·-· ·· 
25 NET PERSONAL CAP ITAL 
( LINE 23 M INUS LINE 24)  x x x  $ $ $ $ $ $ 
26 NET FARM CAP ITAL 8 1  ' 1 6  
NET WORTH I 27 
( LINE 25 PLUS LINE 26) x x x  $ $ $ $ $ $ 
28 PLACE SMALLER T OTAL O F  LINE 27 UNDER LARGER AND SUBTRACT x x x  
29 I NCREASE OR DECREASE I N  NET WORTH x x x  $ $ $ $ $ $ 
Take totals from inventories on pages 1 to 9 and page 7 4. 
[81] 
COMP UTAT ION OF N E T  FARM EARN I NGS \ 
1 O PERATOR'S LANDLORD'S WHO LE I CASH EXPENSES 
LIN E  ( TOTALS FROM EXPENSE SUfAMARY 0 N PAG E  LI NE COLUMN SHARE # S HARE # FARM # 
PAGES 78 A ND 7 9 )  (COL.  A, PAGE 78) (COL. B, PAGE 78) (COL. C, PAGE 78) 
I ALL L IVESTOCK FEED 7 8  3 8  I J $ $ $ 
2 LABOR H I RED 78 38 2 . ,  ·' 
3 CROP EXP E NSE 78  38  3 ' . 
4 L IVESTOCK EXPENSE 78 38 4 
I M  TER E S T ,  TAXES, I NSURAN CE A ND I 5 CAS H  RENT 78 38 5 I 
6 FARM I M PROVE MENTS (NEW ANO REPA I RS ) 78 38 6 
7 CROP MACH I N ERY AND L IVESTOCK EQUI PMENT 7 9  3 8  7 
s TRUCK EXPENSE 7 9  3 8  8 I I 
9 AUTO EXPENSE 79 38 9 I 
1 0  TRACTOR E XPENSE 79 38 1 0  
1 1  SPECIAL EQUI PMENT AND MACHI NERY H I RE 79 38 1 1  
1 2  CAT TLE BOUGHT 79 38 1 2  
1 3  HOGS BOUGHT . 79  38 1 3  
1 4  SHEEP BOUGHT 79  38  1 4  
1 5  OTHER L I VESTOCK BOUGHT 79 38 1 5  
1 6  M ISCELLANEOUS FARM EXPENSE 79 38  1 6  I 
1 7  PAYMENTS ON NOTES , MORTGAGES , AND I CHARGE ACCOUN T S  7 9  38 1 7  
TOTAL CASH EXPENSE . 1 8  {.ADD LINES I - 17 ,  I NCLUS IVE ) ... x x  .. x x  . x x  $ 1$ $ 
1 9  DECREASE IN NET FARM CA�ITAL 8 1  1 8 ,  1 9 , 20 x x  I 
2 0  BOARD FURNISHED H IRED LABOR 77 30 x x  
2 1  TOTAL EXPENSE 1 $  ( A D O  L I N ES 1 8 ,  19. ANO 20) x x  x x  x x  $ $ 
# If the farmer is both owner and operator of the land, he \vill use only the column labelled, "Whole Farm." Renters should label columns 
A, ·B, and C, in the "Cash Expenses': tables on pages 38 to 61 and in the expenses summary at the bottom of page 78, "Operator's Share," 
"Landlord's Share" and ""Whole Farm." 
MEASURES OF FARM EFFICIENCY 
Size-The size of the farm business is often a most important factor in the success of the business . This size cannot be 
measured by the number of acres alone, as often there is a larger business carried on on 160 acres than on 320 acres 
nearby. The kind of farming that is followed must also be considered when speaking of "large" or "small" farms. On 
farms having large total receipts, the farm expenses are usually low enough to leave large net farm earnings. Where 
the farm business is so small that only small total receipts are received, it is difficult to secure a satisfactory profit even 
when expenses are kept at a .lmv figure. Therefore an important problem on many farms is that of increasing the total 
receipts. 
Crops-Crop yields should approach the best in the locality. Low yields may be caused by lack of fertility, poor seed, 
poor rotation, improper tillage, or some other important factor to be located by further analysis. Weather conditions 
usually affect all farms in a community alike and are not responsible for yields lower tha:n the average. The acreage of 
the various crops will indicate the crop rotation or lack of crop rotation. 
" 
Labor-A good crop rotation together with livestock production makes possible the best use of man and horse labor 
throughout the year. With labor high in price, or impossible to get, on many farms it is best to stock off much of the 
feed crops produced. By using large teams or tractors with big equipment it is often possible to do more farming with 
less hired labor. A well planned program of work, especial] y if based upon a previous farm record, will make for better 
use of labor throughout the year, and for larger profits from the farm business. 
Operating Expenses-A comparison of total operating expenses with the net farm earnings serves as a means of empha­


















COMPU TAT I ON OF N ET FAR M EAR N I NG S  (CONTINUED) 
\ 
I 
OPERATOR'S · LAND LO RD'S WHOLE 
LINE CASH R ECE t PTS PAGE LINE · COLUMN S HAR E # SHARE # FARM # ( TOTALS FROM RECEIPT SUMMARY 
(COL. A, PAGE 78) ( COL. 8, PAGE 78) (COL. C, PAGE 78) ON PAGES 78 ANO 19 ) 
78 1 9  I $ $ $ I I CORN OR WHEAT 
OTHER CROPS 78 1 9  2 ! 2 I 
3 CATTLE 78 19 3 . I 
4 HOGS 79 19 4 I 
5 SHEEP ANO WOOL 79 1 9  5 
6 POULTRY 79 1 9  6 
7 DAIR Y  PRODUCTS 79 1 9  7 I 
8 EGGS 7 9  1 9  8 
9 M ISCELLANEOUS 79 1 9  9 
J O  TOTAL CASH RECE I PTS I I ( ADO L INES I T O  9 I NC\..USIVE} x x  xx x x  $ $ $ 
INCREASE I N  NET  FARM CAPITAL 8 1  1 8 ,  19, 20 xx I I 1 1  _· 
1 2  FOOD AND F UEL FURN I SHED TO HOUSEHOLD 4 30 1 1  
1 3  TOTAL RECEIPTS ! $  ( ADO LINES 1 0 ,  1 1  AND 1 2 )  x x  x x  xx I $ $ 
1 4  TOTAL EXPENSE 82 2 1  x x  I 
RETURNS TO CAPITAL ANO FAM I LY LABOR 
1 5  NET FARM EARN I NGS 
( L INE  13 M I NUS L I NE 1 4 )  xx xx x x $ � $ 
## I N TEREST ON NET , FARM CAP ITAL i -1 6  (- PER CENT TIMES TOTALS ON PAGE 131, UNE 16) I xx xx x x  
1 7  FAM I LY LABOR EARN I NGS ( L I N E  15  M I N U S  L INE 1 6) x x  xx xx $ $ $ 
1 8  U N PA I D  FAM ILY LABOR 7 7  22 xx I 
1 9  O P ERATOR'S LABOR EARN I NGS I ( L I NE 17 MI NUS L INE 1 8} x x  xx xx � � $ 
# # If the farmer is both owner and operator of the land, he will use only the column labelled, "Whole Farm." Renters should label col­
umns A, B, and C in the "Cash Receipts" tables on pages 14 to 37 and in the receipts summary ' at the top of page 78, "Operator's Share," 
"Landlord's Share," and "Whole Farm." 
# Use a conservative rate of interest. About 5 percent is a fairly standard rate. 
DEFINITIONS 
Farm assets, or farm capital, is the value of the real estate comprising the farm (not including the dwelling) , livestock, 
equipment, feed, and other supplies. 
Farm liabilities represent the total amount of farm debts owed. 
Net farm captial is the difference between the farm assets, or farm captial, and the farm liabilities. 
Total cash expense is the sum of all expenses connected with the farm business, except household and personal expense. 
(See lines 1 to 17 on page 82. )  
Total expense include "total cash expense" plus "decrease in  net farm capital" and "board furnished hired labor." 
Total cash receipts includes receipts from crops, livestock, and their products, use of equipment and labor off the farm 
and rent or sale of farm property. 
· · 
Total receipts include "total cash receipts" plus "increase in net farm capital" and "food and fuel furnished to house­
hold." 
Net farm earnings is the difference between "total receipts" and total expenses ;" it includes total cash receipts less 
total cash expenses, plus, or minus, the increase or decrease in inventories plus food and fuel from the farm. 
Interest on net farm capital is based on the rate the money would earn if the farmer sold his farm property and invested 
the money in safe securities. 
Family labor earnings is the family labor income plus the value of the family living from the farm less an interest 
charge for the use of the net farm capital. It represents the earnings for the labor of the farm operator and his family. 
Operator's labor earnings is what the operator receives for his year's work after allowing for "total expenses" for the 
farm, "interest on the net farm capital" and "unpaid labor of other members of the family" ; in addition to having a house 
to live in and farm products to use in the house. 
[83] 
) 
FARM CRED I T  STATEME N T  
L I NE 
BEG I N N I NG O F  YEAR END OF YEAR 
LINE I T E MS PAGE 1 9  DATE ' l9 · DATE 
ASSETS: (AMOUNT OWNED) I 30  $ I LANO - W I T HOUT BUILDINGS $ ., 
2 TOTAL BUILDINGS I 28  
3 MACH I NERY AND EQUIPMENT 3 36  
4 MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES  4 1 7  
5 FEEDS 5 25 
6 SEEDS AND SUPPLIES 5 40  
7_ CATTLE 6 2 1  
8 HORSES AND MULES 6 34 
9 HOGS 7 1 5  
1 0  SHEEP 7 23 
1 1  WOOL 7 2 5  
1 2  P OULTRY 8 1 2  ! 
1 3  HOUSEHOLD AND PERSONAL GOODS 74 48 
1 4  ' 
TOTAL CASH.  ACCOUNTS R ECEIVABLE , 9 20 1 5  STOCKS ANO BONDS  
1 6  
1 7  
� TOTAL ASSETS I 1 8  (ADD LIN E.S I T O  1 7  INCWSIVE ) xx x x  x x $ I x x  x $ ' 1 9  L I ABILITI ES : ( AMOUNl" OWED ) 9 3 8  ;.. TOTAL FARM ACCOUNTS PAYABLE $ $-
( 
( 
20  TOTAL PERSONAL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE ( PAGE 10, COL . 4 ,  LINE  24 M INUS L INE 42) 10 x x  
� 2 1  
2 2  TOTAL L IAB I LITIES 
( ADD  L INES 1 9, 20 AND 2 1 )  x x  x x  x x  x $ x x  x $ 
f 1 23
' TOTAL NET WORTH $ ( L I N E  1 8  M INUS L I N E  2 2 )  x x  x x  xx x $ x x  x 
.. , P L ACE S MALL E R  TOTAL U N DER LARGER 1:i 2 4  AND SUBTRACT x x  x x  xx x $ x x  x $ 
2 5  I NCREASE OR DECREASE I N  TOTAL NET I I WORTH FOR THE YEAR x x  x x  xx x $ x x  x $ \ 
' I 
1 
The farm credit st�tement displays the farmer's assets ( what is owned)  and his liabilities (what is owed) , and his 
net worth. Net worth is the difference between the full value of all property owned after the total amount owed has been 
deducted. When the form above has been completely filled out, it will show how much has been gained or lost during the 
year. 
; Personal as well as farm business transactions are considered in arriving at net worth. Therefore, even though the 
farm business may have been profitable during the year, if living expenses are high, a reduction in net worth for the year .. may be shown . 
\�, An extra farm credit statement form to fill out and file with your banker will be found on page 85. 
r---
'• 
� ( , i 
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FARM CRE D I T  STATE M E N T  
I T E MS PAGE L I NE 
BEG I N N I NG O F  YEAR END OF YEAR 
LINE DATE ' l9 DATE 1 9  
ASSETS: (AMOUNT OWNED) I 30  
I LAND - W IT HOUT BUILDINGS $ $ 
2 TOTAL BU ILD INGS I 28  
3 MACH I NERY AND EQU IPMENT 3 3 6  
4 M ISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIE S  4 1 7  
5 F EEDS 5 25 
6 SEEDS ANO SUPPLIES 5 40 
7 CATTLE 6 2 1  
8 HOR SES AND MULES 6 34 
9 H OGS 7 1 5  
1 0  SHEEP 7 23  
1 1  WOOL 7 2 5  
1 2  P OULT RY 8 1 2  
1 3  HOUSEHOLD AND PERSONAL GOODS 74 48 
1 4  
( 1 5  TOTAL CAS H .  ACCOUNTS R ECE I VABLE I 9 20 STOCKS AND BONDS  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  TOTAL ASSETS 
(ADO LI N E S  I TO 17 INCWSIVE ) xx  x x  x x $ x x  x $ 
1 9  L I A B I L I T I ES : ( AMOUNT OWED)  
TOTAL FARM ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 9 38  $ $ 
2 0  TOTAL PERSONAL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE ( PAGE  10 ,  COL . 4 ,  LI NE  24 M.INUS L' I NE 42)  1 0  x x  
( 2 1  
2 2  TOTAL L IAB I LIT IES 
( ADD L I NES 1 9, 20  AND 2 1 )  x x  x x  x x  x $ x x  x $ 
23  TOTAL NET WORTH -
( L I N E  1 8  M INUS L I N E  2 2 )  x x  x x  x x  x $ x x  x $ 
P L ACE SMALLER  TOTAL U N DER L ARGER 24 AND SUBTRACT x x  x x  x x  x $ x x  x $ 
2 5  I NCREASE OR DECREASE I N  TOTAL N E T  
WORTH FOR THE YEAR x x  x x  xx x $ x x  x $ 
2 6  I N S URANC E ON  BUILDING $ CON TINGENT L I A B I L ITY 38 2 7  I N S U R AN C E  ON OTHER PROPE RT Y $ I NDORSED N OTES  $ 
2 8  T I T LE T O  ALL REAL ESTAT E ABOVE IS IN T H E  3 9  
NAM E OF 
2 9  4 0  BONDS MAN FOR OTHERS $ 
3 0  I 4 1  LI AB IL ITY ON PARTNERSHI P  DEBTS $ --t-3 1  I AU TO M OB I LE I NSURANCE $ 4 2  
3 2  L I F E  I N SURANCE $ 4 3  
3 3  B E NE F I C I A R I E S  OF L I F E  INSURANCE : 
TOTAL CONT INGENT L ! ABILITY 
44  
(ADD  L INES 38. TO 43 I NCLUSIVE} $ 
4 5  ANNUAL TAXES $ 
46 MY AGE I S  YEARS . MARR IE D  O R  SI N GLE 
47 W I F E 'S NAME 
48 NUM BER OF CHILDRE N AGES 
[85] 
MEMORANDA 
- ----------- - ----- --- -
�-- ------- - --�---------------- ------� 
-------- ------- ------ - --- - - ----- -- -----
[86] 
MAIN PROVISIONS OF RENTAL AGREEMENT FOR RENTED LAND : 
Landlord's nanie ----------------------------- ----------- ----- ------------- Address - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - ---- - ­
Acres rented from this landlord _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ acres. 
· l Legal description of land rented from this landlord : 
( 
( 
- ------------------------------------------ of section _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  of twp. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  of range -----------
of section _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  of twp. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  of range - - ------ ---
--------------------- ---------------------- of  section _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  of twp. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  of range - - - - --- - - -� 
Terms of lease : -------------------------------------- - ------ ---------------------------------------------
Landlord's name ---- -- ------------------------- ------------ Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
Acres rented froni this landlord _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ acres. 
Legal description of land rented from this landlord : 
-------------------------- ---------------- of section _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  of twp. ------------- of range -----------
- ----------------------------------------- of section _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  of twp. ------------- of range -----------
- ----------------------------------------- of section _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  of twp. ------------- of range -----------
Terms of lease : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - - - - - - - - -
Landlord's name ------------------------------------ - ------ Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
Acres rented froni this landlord _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ acres. 
Legal description of land rented from this landlord : 
of section ------------ of twp. ------- ----- of range ------------
of se :; 'j on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  of twp. ------------ of range ------------
------------------------------------------- of section _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  of twp. -:------------ of range ------------
Ternis of  lease : - - - - - ---- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - ---- - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Note : Use this page to record the main provisions of land you rent from someone else, or for land that you own and rent 
to someone else. You can then lock your rental agreement, contract, or lease, in a safe place and ref er to this page 
when necessary to look up some of the provisions. Thfo page, properly filled out, also makes your farm record book that 
much more complete, and if kept up year after year, will provide you with an interesting and valuable land rental history. 
In recording the main provisions of your rental agreenient, contract, or lease, be brief. For example, under "Terms 
of Lease," nierely state : "All cash rent @ $1.50 per A. for 40 A. pasture and lots, and @ $3.00 per A. for 120 A. crop 
land," or "@ $1.50 per A. for 40 A. pasture and lots, and 1-3 share to landlord on 120 A. crop land, with landlord ft:1·­
nishing seed," or whatever the main features of your leases are. 
Provision is made above for renting from three different landlords. If you rent from more than that, use the next 
page to record the different leases. 
[87] 
· MEMORANDA 
Soil and Water Conservation Practices Being Followed During Current Year 
No. Acres 
Crop land permitted to go back to grass -------------
Noxious weed control - - -
Contour Stripping -
Wind Stripping 
- - - - - - - -
Terracing - - - - - - -
Winter Cover Crops - - -
Summer Fallow - - - -
Use of Lister - - - - - -
Use of Duckfoot - - - -
Use_ of Wheatland Plow -
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - -
- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -- - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - ---
- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - -
Loads of  Manure applied to land per acre - - - - - - -- - - - - -
Supplemental pastures - - - - - - -
Pasture seeding - - - - -
Rotated Grazing - - - -
Restricted Grazing - - -
Deferred Grazing -
Contour pasture furrows - -
Stock water ponds - - -
- - -
- - - · - -
- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - -
Comments 
Water spreading -aevices - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Crop Rotation Used : - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




Do you follow any other conservation practices not mentioned : 
Check Height of Stubble 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -� 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -














RULES, FOR ESTIMATING GRAINS AND ROUGHAGES 
1-TO FIND THE NUMBER OF BUSHELS OF GRAIN OR SHELLED 
CORN IN A BIN : Measure length, width and average depth ,of the 
grain in the bin. Obtain total cubic feet of grain by multiplying the 
length by the width by the depth (all in feet) . Divide by 1 1,4  (or 
multiply by 0.8) to find bushels. 
2-TO FIND THE NUMBER OF BUSHELS OF EAR CORN IN CRIB : 
Rectangular crib-Multiply the length by the width by the average 
depth (all in feet) and divide by 21h (or multiply by 0.4) to find 
bushels. Round crib-Multiply the distance around the crib by the 
diameter by the depth of the corn (all in feet) and divide by 10.  
3-TO FIND THE NUMBER OF TONS OF HAY IN MOW : Multiply 
the length by the width by the height ( all in feet) and divide by 400 
to 525, depending on the kind of hay and how long it has been in the 
mow. 
4-TO FIND THE NUMBER OF TONS OF HAY IN A STACK : South 
Dakota's law for measuring hay in stacks applies in all cases where 
no special agreement for measuring was made between the contract­
ing parties, as stated in Chapter 209 of the 1915 Session Laws . . Rec­
tangular stacks*-Secure the over throw, 0 (the distance ftom the 
ground, close to stack, on one side over the top of the _ stack- to the 
ground on the other side) ; the width, W ;  and the length, ,I.(, ( all in 
feet) . · 
South Dakota law for determining cu. ft. in hay stack-0-W�WxL. 
T 
U. S. D. A. method for determining cu. ft. in hay · stack : 
(a)  For low round-topped stacks [ ( . 52x0 ) - (.44xW) ] xWxL. 
(b) For high round-topped stacks [ ( .52x0) - (.46xW) ] xWX'L. 
Divide the number of cubic feet thus secured by the following cubic 
feet allowed per ton : ' 
S.D.Law U. S.D.A. S.D.Law U.S.D.A. 
When Settled (1 to 2 Standard (1 (Over 3 Standard 
















For clover hay use about the same as alfalfa or slightly higher (500 
to 5 12 ) .  
*The source of the above information and additional rules for round 
stacks will be found on page 4 of U.S.D.A. Leaflet No. 72, published 
in February, 1931.  
5-TO FIND THE NUMBER OF TONS OF STRAW : Follow the same 
method as is used with hay except · tpat .�bout tW;ice as many cubic 
feet (900 to 1000 ) are allowed per ton. . 
. 
. 
6-FODDER AND STOVER are usually �stimate<l �� th� acre basis; 
estimating the amount of corn in the fodder and allowing some addi­
tional value per acre for the stover. 
7-TO FIND TONS OF SILAGE IN SILO : The weights of silage in the 
table to the right are for silage that has been settled at least one 
month. The total amount of sil11ge in a silo can_ eaajly be determined 
if one knows the diameter 'o'rlhe silo ' and· "the depth of the silage 
in it. 
A. The amount of silage in a silo may be taken directly from table 
if no silage has been removed. 
B. To estimate amount of silage in silo after some silage has been 
removed : 
( 1 )  Determine original height of settled silage and read tonnage 
from table. 
(2)  Determine depth of settled silage removed and read tonnage 
from table. 
(3)  The tonnage remaining is obtained by subtracting (2)  from 
( 1 ) .  
Example : A 14' silo was filled to a depth of 35' (settled height) 
and 1 6' have been removed. Find tonnage remaining. · 
Total capacity before removal of silage 106.6 tons 
Weight of the 16' of silage removed 45.2 tons 
Amount remaining 61 .4  tons 
C. Suggested corrections : 
( 1 )  If corn is put in silo while in the milk stage add 10-15% to 
weights given in table. If grain is unusually heavy in propor­
tion to stalk add 5-10%. If very little or no grain present 
deduct 10%. 
(2)  If corn is past the usual stage of maturity and contains less 
water than usual deduct 10-15 % .  
( 3 )  Fineness and tramping have n o  effect on the volume per ton 
of silage. 
I 8-SILAGE IN TRENCH SILO : (S.  D. Extension Circular, 264) Multi-ply the depth by the length by the average width ( all in feet) and 
secure total cubic feet. Divide the total cubic feet by 60 to secure 
rough estimate of tons capacity, since a cubic foot of such silage 
weighs about 30 pounds. 
ESTIMATED WEIGHTS OF SETTLED CORN SILAGE 
ONE MONTH OR MORE AFTER FILLING* 
See Rule 7 for Method and Corrections. 
Depth of Diameter of Silo in Feet 
Silage 1 0' 12' 14' 1 6' 18' 20' 
in Feet Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons 
1 1 . 3  1 . 8  2 .5  3.2 4 .1  5.0 
2 2 .5  3 .7  5 .0  6 .1  8.2 10 .2  
3 3.9 5 .5  I 8.0 9.9 12.5 15.4 
4 5.2 7.5 10.2 13.3 16.8 20.8 
5 6 .6  9.5 12.9 16.8 21.2 26.2 
. &  7.9 1 1 .4 15.6  20.3  25.7 31.8 
· 7 9.4 13.5 18.4 24.0 30.3 37.5 
. 8 · 10.8 15.6 21.2 27.7 35.0 43.2 
9 12 .3  17.7 24.0 31 .4 39.7 49.0 
10 13.7 19.8 27.0 35.2 44.5 55.0 
11 15.3 22.0 29.9 39.0 49.3 61.8  
12  16 .8  24.2  32.9 42.9 54.3 67.1 
1 3  1 8 . 3  26.4 35.9 46.9 59 .3  73.3  
14 19 .9  28.7 39.0 50.9 64.4 79.6 
15 21 .4  30.9 42.0 54.9 69.3 85.7 
16  23.1  33.2 45.2 59.0 74.6 92.2 ' 
17 24.6 35.5 48.3 63.4 79.9 98.5 
18 26.2 37.8 5 1 .4 67 .1  84.8 1 04.8 
1 9  27.8 40.1 54.6 71.2 90.0 1 1 1 . 3  
2 0  29.5 42.4 57 8 75.4 95.3 1 17.8  
2 1  31 .0  44.7  61  0 79.4 100.3 124.0 
22 32.7 47.0 64.0 83.6 105.6 131.0 
23 34.3 49.4 67.3 87.8 1 10.5 137.2 
24 35.9 5 1 .7 70.4 9 1 .9 1 1 6 . 1  . 143.6 
25 37.6 54.2 73.7 96.2 121 .6  150.3 
26 39.2 56.5 76.9 100.3 126.8 156.8 
27 40.9 59.0 80.2 104.7 132.4 163.6 
28 42 .6 6 1 . 3  83.4 108.9 137.6 170.1 
29 44.3 63.8 86.9 1 13.4 143.3 177.1 
30 45.9 66 .1  90 .1  1 17.6 148.6 183.7 
31 47.6 68.5 93.4 121 .9 154.1 189.9 
32 49.3 70.9 96.7 126.2 159.5  196.2 
33 51 .0  73 .4  100.0 130.5 165.0 202.4 
34 52.7 75.8 103.3 134.8 170.5 208.7 
. 35 � --� 54.4 78 .. 3 ·  106.6 139 . 1  175.9 2 14.9 
36 80.7 1 10.0  143.5  181.4  221.0  37 83.1 113.3 147.8 186.9 227.4 
38 85.5 1 16.6 152 . 1  192.4 233.7 &9 88.0 1 19.9 156.4 197.8 239.9 4;0 90.4 123.2 160.7 203.3 246.2 
41  126.5  165.0 208.8 252.4 
42 129.8 169.3 214.2 258.7 
43 133. 1 173 .6  2 19.7 264.9 
44 136.4 177.9 225.2 271.2 
45 139.7 182.2 230.6 277.4 
. 46 144.0 186.5 236 . 1  282.4 
47 147.3 190.8 241.5 288.7 
48 150.6 195 . 1  247.0 295.0 
·W 153.9 199.4 252.4 301.2 
5p 156.2 203.7 257.9 307.5 
*This table based on data secured by Missouri and Kansas Agri-
culttg-al Colleges. 
LEGAL WEIGHTS PER BUSHEL 
Alfalfa �----------------------60 Millet ________________________ 50 
Apples _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____________ 48 Oats - ------------------------32 
Barley (common) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  48 Peas -------------------------60 
Barley (hull-less) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  60 Er;nmer ----------------------45 
Beans ------------------------60 Potatoes ----------------------60 
Bluegrass, Orch. ,  Br. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  14 Red Top ----------------------14 
Clovers _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  60 Rye ----------------�---------56 
Crested Wheat grass _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  20 Soybeans ---------------------60 
Corn (dry ear) --------------70 Timothy ----------------------45 
Corn (shelled) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _  56 Wheat -----------------------60 
Corn (sweet) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  50 Milk (per Gal . )  -------------8� 
Flax _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _  56 S'orghum _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  50 
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